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 1               MR. HACKER:  It is 3:00 so I would
like to call to order the January 27, 2020

 2 meeting of the Town of Kiawah Island Board of
Zoning Appeals.  Board members who will hear the

 3 cases today are Morris Hanan, Wendy Kulick, Frank
Cassidy, Ben Farabee, Jay Lewis, Scott Parker,

 4 and myself, Ron Hacker.
         Staff members present are John Taylor,

 5 Jr. and our attorney for the BZA, Joe Wilson.
         Our first order of business today is

 6 actually the election of officers for this year
who will be elected to be Chairman, Vice

 7 Chairman, and the Secretary.  At this time I will
accept nominations for the position of the Chair.

 8               MR. PARKER:  I nominate Ron Hacker.
              MS. KULICK:  I second that.

 9               MR. HACKER:  Is there any other
nominations for Chair?  If not, then all in favor

10 of the motion for Ron Hacker to be Chair, say aye
and raise their right hand.

11               (All respond with aye.)
              MR. HACKER:  Motion passes

12 unanimously.  At this time then, I would like to
open nominations for Vice Chair.

13               MS. KULICK:  I would like to
nominate Scott Parker as Vice Chair.

14               MR. HACKER:  Second?
              MR. CASSIDY:  Second.

15               MR. HACKER:  So moved and seconded
of Vice Chair.  Any other nominations?  If not,

16 we'll take a vote on Scott Parker to be Vice
Chair.  All those in favor say aye and raise your

17 right hand.
              (All respond with aye.)

18               MR. HACKER:  Motion passes
unanimously.  Our secretary, John Taylor, Jr. is

19 the current planning director.  And the rules of
procedure for the Town says that ^  show the BZA

20 Secretary.  Would anybody like to nominate John?
              MS. KULICK:  Sure.

21               MR. CASSIDY:  Seconded.
              MR. HACKER:  So the motion is

22 seconded of John to become our secretary for this
year.  All those in favor raise their right hand

23 and say aye.
              (All respond with aye.)

24               MR. HACKER:  We have our officers
for the year.  We will now go into the case part

25 of our meeting.  Our case rulings from this and
any BZA meeting are available for public review
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 1 and inspection for normal business hours here at
the Town of Kiawah Island.

 2          I would also like to -- there's only a
few people in the audience today so I would like

 3 to ask you if you are aware of the operations of
the BZA?  I can read a whole rap information of

 4 what we do, but if you're familiar with it, we
can pass that.  So would anybody like me to read

 5 the rules of the BZA?  No one cares to do that.
         So we will proceed with the short

 6 version of procedure of instructions for the day.
         Actually, our today hearing and all of

 7 our hearings are public fact-finding meetings so
we are in compliance with the Freedom of

 8 Information Act of South Carolina code 6-29-70.
         Because this is a quasi-judicial body,

 9 everything said in the meeting must be complete,
true, and accurate.  All of the information

10 provided to the BZA is considered evidence, and
this Board may certify contempt of Circuit Court

11 if false statements are made either in writing or
orally.

12          Because of this, each person who wishes
to address the Board will be sworn in.  And at

13 this time to expedite procedures, those wishing
to speak I would like you to stand as a group and

14 then have our attorney, Mr. Wilson, administer
the oath.

15               (The oath was administered by the
Reporter.)

16               MR. HACKER:  Thank you.  I shall
now call BZA 20-00001 at 56 Goldenrod Court.

17 Staff will present facts pertinent to the case.
I shall then call the applicant to address the

18 case.  The applicant will then stand and state
your name and current address for the record

19 before providing testimony.
         I will then ask for all those speaking

20 either in support or against the case, they may
follow the same procedure of identifying

21 themselves, and they are limited to two minutes
each.  The applicant then will also have two

22 minutes for rebuttal.
         At this time I will call on John Taylor

23 to give our fact finding.
              MR. TAYLOR:  Thank you, Mr.

24 Chairman.  Our first case this afternoon
BZA20-00001.  The applicant, Findley Kiawah LLC,

25 is being represented by Mr. Bill Senst, the
architect on the project for the property
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 1 location of 56 Goldenrod Court.
         This particular application is a

 2 variance request for the reduction of the
required 30-foot rear setback from the rear

 3 property line of the OCRM Critical Line for
proposed 264 square feet encroachment.

 4          The ordinance requires a 25 front and
15-foot side and a 30-foot rear setback.  The

 5 property is Zone R-1, Residential.
         The subject property is also under the

 6 purview of the Architectural Review Board.  And
it was constructed in 1990 according to

 7 Charleston County records.  It's approximately
11,000 square feet of highlands.

 8          There is a property zoning map here that
shows that the property sits adjacent to the

 9 marsh.  Surrounding properties to the east and
the west and to the south across Goldenrod are

10 also in the R-1 Zoning District.
         The existing structure is legally

11 nonconforming with regards to setbacks and lot
coverage.  The applicant's plans actually propose

12 to modify the existing rear of the house for the
deck to be in line with the first floor.

13          The existing structure currently
encroaches into the required 30-foot setback.

14 The proposed plan to modify the deck the deck is
to increase the distance between the structure

15 and OCRM Critical Line from approximately two
feet, seven inches to approximately ten feet.

16          And the applicant states that quote the
purpose of this letter is to request a variance

17 for the rear building setback from the OCRM
Critical Line.  And as you may know, the OCRM

18 Critical Line has been changed and has pushed the
rear setback line 30 foot into the middle of the

19 property running through the middle of the
existing home.

20          The proposed variance request is for the
modification of the existing rear deck only.  And

21 the existing house and existing deck do not
conform with the rear setback.  The existing deck

22 is currently located approximately two feet,
seven inches from the Critical Line.  And the

23 square footage of the deck will also be reduced
from approximately 525 square feet to

24 approximately 264 square feet.
         Here are a few images of the site.  This

25 is the front of the home to the east and west of
the sides of the property.  The sort of rear deck
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 1 of the structure.  And this is facing the
critical area looking towards the marsh.

 2 Adjacent properties that shows some existing
vegetation between the adjacent property owners.

 3          Regarding the staff findings of the
granting for the variance approval, regarding

 4 criteria A, the staff response is that there may
be extraordinary and exceptional conditions

 5 pertaining to the property due to the required
setbacks including a 30-foot rear yard setback

 6 from the Critical Line and that it is adjacent to
the marsh and the legal nonconforming status of

 7 the existing structure that encroaches into the
required setback.

 8          The existing structure was established
in 1990.  In addition to that, the applicant has

 9 stated that quote the home appears to be
originally built prior to the enforcement of the

10 setbacks.
         Criteria B, these conditions may be

11 unique to the subject property and may not
generally apply to other properties in the

12 vicinity.  The property is located in the R-1
Residential Zoning District.  Adjacent properties

13 to the east, west, and across Goldenrod Court to
the south are also located in the R-1 Residential

14 Zoning District.
         Existing structures in the vicinity may

15 or may not have similar encroachments based on
the current setback.  And per the applicant's

16 letter of intent, quote, the OCRM Critical Line
is different for each lot, end quote.

17          Third criteria, staff responds that the
application of this ordinance at 56 Goldenrod

18 Court would prohibit the proposed deck remodel at
the rear of the structure as both the existing

19 structure and then proposed modifications are
located within the 30-foot rear setback.

20          However, it does not unreasonably
restrict the utilization of the property.  Per

21 the applicant's letter of intent, quote, both
existing house and deck are located within the

22 required 30-foot setback.  And the application of
the ordinance would prohibit the ability to raise

23 the deck to be in line with the first floor, end
quote.

24          Criteria D, the authorization of this
variance may not be of substantial detriment to

25 the adjacent properties or the public good.  With
an existing rear lot setback encroachment, the
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 1 proposed modifications actually reduce the amount
of rear setback encroachment and increases the

 2 distance between the structure and the Critical
Line approximately two feet, seven inches to

 3 approximately ten feet.
         Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 4 quote, the existing property is heavily vegetated
and well screened from adjacent properties.  And

 5 the reduction of the deck reduces site lines from
neighbors, end quote.

 6          Criteria E, the granting of the variance
would not allow the establishment of a use not

 7 otherwise permitted in this zoning district,
extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or

 8 change the zoning district boundaries.
         Per the applicant's letter of intent,

 9 variance approval would not change the permitted
use of the property.

10          Criteria F, the BZA may not consider
profitability when considering this variance

11 request.  And per the applicant's letter of
intent, quote, this variance approval would not

12 change the value of the property, end quote.
         Criteria G, the need for the variance

13 may be the result of the applicant's own actions.
Since the existing residence is a nonconforming

14 structure, the existing structure could be
maintained without need for a variance.

15          However, per the applicant's letter of
intent, quote, there has been no work done at the

16 rear of the deck by the owner in the need for a
variance request, end quote.

17          Criteria H, the granting of this
variance may not be contrary to the public or

18 neighborhood interest, may not adversely affect
other properties in the vicinity, nor interfere

19 with the harmony, spirit, intent, and purposes of
these regulations.

20          The Kiawah Island Architectural Review
Board did approve the variance request on

21 October 24th of 2019 stating, the variance
request to increase the height of the proposed

22 the rear deck for the first level -- first floor
level, which is past the setback line at the rear

23 of the home, is approved given the reduction and
square footage of the current deck that is also

24 located past the setback line, end quote.
         Additionally, per the applicant's letter

25 of intent, granting of the variance would not be
contrary to the public or neighborhood, nor would
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 1 it affect other properties in the vicinity, nor
interfere with the harmony, spirit, intent, and

 2 purposes of these regulations.
         And the final criteria I, the granting

 3 of the variance may not be substantially
conflict -- may not substantially conflict with

 4 the Comprehensive Plan or purposes of the
ordinance.  The applicant's proposed plans reduce

 5 the amount of nonconforming setback encroachment
by increasing the distance between the OCRM

 6 Critical Line and the rear deck.
         And the rear deck square footage is

 7 reduced from approximately 525 square feet to
approximately 264 square feet.  And the applicant

 8 has also stated that the granting of the variance
does not conflict with the Comprehensive Plan or

 9 the ordinance's purpose.
         And so should the BZA consider approval

10 of this application, staff is recommending if
they should consider one of the following

11 conditions which is to install silt fencing at
the Critical Line during the duration of the

12 project.
         And just for one final note, you can see

13 here in the site plan the areas hatched.  It's a
little difficult, but the areas in the dark sort

14 of hatched is where the new deck is being
proposed.  The existing deck in the lighter is

15 where you see it extends further to the Critical
Line.  And the proposed remodel actually reduces

16 the amount of square footage beyond the rear
setback line.

17          So I will entertain questions if they
are any.

18               MR. CASSIDY:  John, the applicant's
letter states that the -- when the home was

19 built, which was 1990.  This is prior to the
enforcement setback; is that correct?

20               MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.  The zoning
ordinance would have come into the 90s -- the

21 late, mid 90s.  And so the term use of
enforcement for the setbacks would have happened

22 where they are now.
              MR. CASSIDY:  Just not there.

23 Okay.  Thank you.
              MR. PARKER:  If I could just make a

24 general comment.  Wendy would be the one who
would know this I think that up until about that

25 time these homes and lots were planted along
sight, S-I-G-H-T, rather than site, S-I-T-E
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 1 lines; is that correct?
              MS. KULICK:  And my recollection is

 2 that it was the 1994 development agreement which
first addressed setback lines on all the

 3 properties.  So this certainly -- '94 certainly
is after the house was built.

 4               MR. HACKER:  Any other questions
for John?  If not, we would like to hear from the

 5 applicant or the representative.  In the
microphone, state your name and address.

 6               MR. SENST:  Hi, everyone.  My name
is Bill Senst.  I'm with Vinyet Architecture.

 7               MR. HACKER:  Your address?
              MR. SENST:  The address of the

 8 office is 56 Broad Street, Charleston, South
Carolina.

 9               MR. HACKER:  Thank you.
              MR. SENST:  You're welcome.  So

10 just to give a quick summary, we have a
nonconforming deck that is very close to the rear

11 OCRM line setback.  And we're looking to reduce
the size of it to a 10-foot distance, which was

12 given approval from the Kiawah ARB.  It ARB also
approved the nonconformance of the structure.  So

13 it's kind of a hand-in-hand give or take
situation where we wanted to improve the use of

14 the deck by raising the first floor.  We also
give something back by reducing the size of it.

15               MR. HACKER:  Any questions for
Bill?

16               MR. PARKER:  I have a question.
Are you the one who is responsible for putting

17 out those marking tapes on the existing deck to
show what the reduction is going to look like?

18               MR. SENST:  No.  I did not do that.
The builder had done that.

19               MR. PARKER:  The builder did that?
              MR. SENST:  Yes.

20               MR. PARKER:  Thank you very much.
That helped me a great deal perception-wise to

21 know what you were going to do.
              MR. HACKER:  If there's no other

22 questions, thank you very much, Bill.
              MR. SENST:  You're welcome.

23               MR. HACKER:  Anyone else care to
speak?  Yes, sir.

24               MR. HUTZLER:   Hi, my name is Rob
Hutzler.  I'm with Kingwood Homes, and our office

25 address is 253 Gardners Circle here in
Freshfields.  I employed Bill to work on this
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 1 project with us after being hired by Mr. Craig
Findley, who is the current owner of the

 2 property.
         His family bought back just shortly

 3 after it was built, a couple years after it was
built.  So it's been in his family for years.  As

 4 his parents have not used the property, he and
his wife and his three daughters -- so a house

 5 full of girls so he's pleasing everyone -- and is
doing pretty heavy renovation to the house.

 6          And one of the keys here was he
understood that there was nothing he could really

 7 do about the deck and fact that it was built and
it was over setback lines and everything.  But

 8 the key factor there was wanting to bring it up
so it was somewhat usable.

 9          And so in hiring Bill, we were very
sensitive to meet with the ARB and look at all

10 factors that we had and gave up a lot of the deck
to be able to bring it up and have it at the

11 finished floor level of the house.  And then
they're hoping to use glass rails, which has been

12 approved by the ARB to also decrease the impact
of any portion of the OCRM.  Which really, you

13 would have to be out on a boat with binoculars
really to see it.

14               MR. HACKER:  Well, thank you.  It
sounds like it's a very well, thought-out plan.

15 Any questions?
              MS. KULICK:  My question, Rob, was

16 not specifically -- I didn't quite get in fast
enough before when I wanted to ask my question.

17 And that is I know when we built the house in the
1990s -- we're on the next street over.  And

18 Coastal Council, which was a special
organization -- state organization, the OCRM,

19 told us that we could not set the house as far
back as our architect had originally marked it;

20 that we had to move it closer to the road.  And
it really were kind of pressured given the

21 circumstances today.
         So my question is since this house was

22 built around the same time, does anybody know if
Costal Council weighed in at the time about where

23 the house could be situated?  And how far into
the marsh it could go?

24               MR. SENST:  I don't.  We are not
familiar with that.

25               MR. TAYLOR:  I'm not either.  We
can look into that.
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 1               MS. KULICK:  Thank you.
              MR. HACKER:  The only thing I can

 2 note is because of the shape of the lot, there's
this big section that goes way out that's not

 3 being used so it's probably very confusing of
where the setback was going at that time.

 4               MR. HUTZLER:  Well, not only that,
if you look at -- I don't know if it was

 5 submitted or not, but we had to survey -- I don't
know how many years old -- but you could see how

 6 much the marsh has encroached.  So it's not just
it's encroaching now.  It's encroaching because

 7 the marsh has moved so much into the property.
It's a pretty low lot.

 8               MR. HACKER:  Anything further?
Thank you.

 9               MR. HUTZLER:  Thank you.
              MR. HACKER:  If there's no one else

10 wanting to speak, we will close the session in
reviewing the case.  And I will open the Board

11 for a motion to -- on this case.  Anybody care to
make a motion?

12               MR. CASSIDY:  I move approval with
the stipulation that staff recommended.

13               MR. PARKER:  I second.
              MR. LEWIS:  The silt fence?

14               MR. HACKER:  Yes.
              MS. KULICK:  I have a question

15 regarding the silt fencing.  He was recommending
for, as I read it, I believe for the duration of

16 the construction.  Would there be a problem if
the property owner were to leave up the silt

17 fencing after construction was completed?
              MR. TAYLOR:  The ARB would not be

18 happy.
              MS. KULICK:  I'm sorry?

19               MR. TAYLOR:  The ARB probably would
not be happy.

20               MS. KULICK:  Oh, gee, that breaks
my heart.

21               MR. TAYLOR:  That's a short answer,
but --

22               MR. PARKER:  I have a comment along
the similar lines of -- and this goes back to

23 criteria A.  This is going to be an exceptional
and extraordinary problem.  And it's going to be

24 -- and following up, it's unique to this
property, but it's going to be a common unique

25 problem now that the OCRM has moved their setback
lines in the last year.
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 1          And I can see an awful lot of cases
coming for us that revolve around this exact same

 2 issue.
              MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, I would tend to

 3 agree, but when that happens, though, the nice
part about this one is they made an effort to

 4 reduce the footprint.  And that's one thing I
would look at when I'm saying, okay, what

 5 remedies can be done in order to help reduce that
rather than increase that.

 6               MR. PARKER:  Yes.  And I think
there's no question.  They cut the volume of

 7 footprint by almost in half there on that back
deck and moved it back almost -- to almost ten

 8 feet.
              MS. KULICK:  And the other thing is

 9 that when the town's sea-level rise committee
approaches this, one of the things they talked

10 about was if I do something on my property it's
probably going to have a negative impact on my

11 two neighbors; that the only way to prevent that
would be something along every piece of property

12 on the marsh.
         You know, that wouldn't be the case

13 here, but I think the fact that they're looking
to move the encroachment into the marsh backward

14 away from the marsh is a very positive step.
              MR. HACKER:  If there's no further

15 discussion, I will consider the motion.  All in
favor of the favor say aye.

16               (All respond with aye.)
              MR. HACKER:  All those opposed same

17 sign.  The motion passes unanimously.
         Next, I would like to call the BZA case

18 number ---
              (Off-the-record discussion.)

19                MR. HACKER:  19-000010.  John,
read us the fact finding on that case

20               MR. TAYLOR:  So our second case
this afternoon is for the subject property 248

21 Saltgrass Court.  The applicant and property
owner, Keller Freeman, is being represented by

22 the architect, Heather Wilson.  The property is
zone R-1, Residential.  And this is approximately

23 17,866 square feet.
         And the particular request is similarly

24 a reduction of the required 30-foot rear setback
for approximately 197 square feet encroachment

25 into that rear setback.  The ordinance requires a
20-foot front, 15-foot side, and a 30-foot rear
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 1 setback.
         This property is also adjacent to the

 2 marsh.  Properties in the vicinity are also zone
R-1, Residential.  Properties to the east are

 3 actually Parks and Recreation, a small sort of
residual piece of land there.  Here a few aerial

 4 shots of the subject property.
         As you can see where the house kind of

 5 sits back up to the marsh.  The applicant's
proposed plan is to modify the structure by

 6 removing the existing rear deck and stair and
modifying the covered porch at the rear of the

 7 structure.
         The proposed plans increase the covered

 8 porch area from approximately 197 square feet to
approximately 634 square feet and increase the

 9 first floor heated space from 2,085 square feet
to 2,110 square feet.

10          Additionally, the plans modified the
stairs, front deck, and convert portions of the

11 existing walkways from impervious to pervious
materials by approximately 219 square feet.  The

12 propose plans reduce the overall lot coverage
from approximately 36.5 percent to 35.9 percent

13 reducing approximately 83 square feet.
         This proposed reconfiguration to the

14 structures' footprint also increases the distance
between structure and the Critical Line from

15 approximately 24 feet, eight inches to
approximately 25 feet, nine inches and a half

16 inches.
         This is at the northeast end of the

17 structure that reduces the amount of the rear
setback encroachment.

18          So there's a few images of the site that
encroach a long driveway.  The rear of the

19 property also looking towards the marsh.  This is
the existing deck looking towards the marsh.

20 Again, adjacent properties.  Some existing
vegetation.  Also sits on a cul-de-sac there on

21 Saltgrass Court.
         You can kind of see --  this is a

22 ictometry view where you can kind of see where
the rear deck of the home sits.  Regarding the

23 staff findings prior to those pages on here, this
is the existing home where the OCRM Critical Line

24 -- I'm sorry -- the existing structure is already
beyond the 30-foot rear setback.  And

25 essentially, the home is staying in sort of the
footprint.  It's a switch of where the porch and
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 1 heated portions are changing.
         The applicant did provide some elevation

 2 so you can kind of see that it's sort of the same
framework there of where the footprint of the

 3 house is.
         So regarding the staff findings, the

 4 approval and the criteria, criteria A is that
there may be extraordinary and exceptional

 5 conditions pertaining to the property due to the
required setbacks.  That includes the 30-foot

 6 rear yard setback from the OCRM Critical Line and
the legal nonconforming status of the existing

 7 structure that encroaches into the required
setback.

 8          The existing structure was established
in 1984, and that's per Charleston County

 9 records.  In addition, the applicant's letter of
intent states that quote the most recent survey

10 shows a new location and official approval of the
OCRM Critical Line.  Thus, the 30-foot rear --

11 I'm sorry -- 30-foot required setback from the
Line is now encroaching upon the rear of the

12 existing house.
         This setback line location was not

13 present when the original structure was
constructed.  The new location of the OCRM

14 Critical Line is specific to this property and
creates a hardship for the property owner in

15 maintaining the current amount of indoor and
outdoor living area as they prepare for

16 renovation work.
         The criteria B is that these conditions

17 may be unique to the subject property and may not
generally apply to the other properties in the

18 vicinity.  The property is located in the R-1,
Residential Zoning District.  And the properties

19 adjacent to the west and south are also in the
R-1 Zoning District.

20          As stated before, the adjacent property
to the east is in that PR Zoning District.  The

21 adjacent property to the south is currently a
vacant residential lot.  The subject property is

22 located on a cul-de-sac and is adjacent to
critical area at the rear of the lot.  And

23 existing structures in the vicinity may or may
not have similar encroachment based on the

24 current setback standards.
         Criteria C, the applicant -- the

25 application of the ordinance to 248 Saltgrass
would prohibit the reconfiguration of the
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 1 footprint at the rear of the structure as both
the existing structure and the modifications are

 2 located within the required 30-foot rear setback.
         However, it does not unreasonable

 3 restrict the utilization of the property.  Per
the applicant's letter of intent, the new

 4 location of the Critical Line is specific to this
property and creates a hardship for the property

 5 owner in maintaining the current indoor and
outdoor living area as they prepare for

 6 renovation work.
         And the proposed renovations will

 7 decrease the overall lot coverage and existence
of the current rear encroachment, end quote.

 8          Criteria D, the authorization of this
variance may not be of substantial detriment to

 9 the adjacent property or the public good.  With
an existing rear lot setback encroachment, the

10 proposed modifications do reduce the amount of
rear setback encroachment and increases the

11 distance between the structure and the OCRM
Critical Line and that's from approximately 24

12 feet, eight inches to approximately 25 feet, nine
inches and a half at the northeast end of the

13 structure.
         These proposed plans also reduce the

14 overall lot coverage.  And per the applicant's
letter of the intent, quote, the public good and

15 zoning district's character would not be
negatively impacted by this variance, end quote.

16          Criteria E, the granting of the variance
would not allow the establishment of a use not

17 otherwise permitted in this zoning district nor
extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or

18 change the zoning district's boundaries.
         Quote, by the applicant's letter of

19 intent, the work being done will not change the
use of the property, end quote.

20          Criteria F, the fact that the property
may be utilized more profitably was -- the BZA

21 may not consider the profitability when
considering this variance request.  And per the

22 applicant's letter of intent, the work being done
will not change the use of the property nor will

23 it make the property utilization more profitable.
         Criteria G, the need for variance may be

24 the result of the applicant's own actions.  And
since the existing residence is a nonconforming

25 structure, the existing structure could be
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 1          However, per the applicant's letter of
intent, the applicant is not responsible for the

 2 new location of the OCRM Critical Line and
encroaching setback line.

 3          Criteria H, granting of the variance may
not be contrary to the public or neighborhood

 4 interest.  It may not adversely affect other
properties in the vicinity nor interfere with the

 5 harmony, spirit, intent, and purpose of these
regulations.

 6          The Architectural Review Board on
December 13th of 2019 did approve the variance

 7 request stating that, quote, the variance to
reconfigure the footprint of the rear deck and

 8 add volume over the rear setback is approved
given the encroachment has occurred due to the

 9 OCRM Critical Line moving closer to the home.
         Therefore, the improvements proposed

10 would have been fully within the buildable area,
thus, able to be approved by the ARB at the time

11 the home was built, end quote.
         Additionally, the applicant's letter of

12 the intent states that, quote, the granting of
the variance would not adversely affect the

13 adjacent properties nor will it be a detriment to
the neighborhood in any way.

14          And the final criteria, the granting of
the variance may not substantially conflict with

15 the Comprehensive Plan or the purposes of the
ordinance.

16          The applicant's proposed plans reduce
the amount of nonconforming setback encroachment

17 by approximately 730.5 square feet by removing a
portion of the existing rear deck and stair.  The

18 proposed plans also reduce the total lot coverage
by approximately 38.8 percent to approximately

19 32.8 percent correcting the nonconforming
structure to be compliant with the allowable

20 maximum lot coverage for the property,
33 percent.

21          And the applicant also states that the
variance will not conflict with the terms of the

22 Comprehensive Plan.
         So regarding the Board of Zoning Action

23 Appeals and considering approval, staff would ask
that you note the one condition noted to install

24 silt fencing along the critical line if you
choose to approve the application.

25               MR. HACKER:  Any questions for
John?
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 1               MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, I do, John.  On
item number A, the end of the staff response says

 2 that if any location of the OCRM Line is specific
to this property and creates a hardship for the

 3 property owner in maintaining the current amount
of indoor and outdoor living area.

 4          I don't understand how that could be a
problem to maintain the current indoor and

 5 outdoor living area.
              MR. TAYLOR:  Can you repeat that

 6 one more time for me?
              MR. FARABEE:  Pardon me?

 7               MR. TAYLOR:  Can you repeat your
question?  Can you repeat your question?

 8               MR. FARABEE:  That's my question.
              MS. KULICK:  Could you repeat it.

 9               MR. FARABEE:  Oh, you want me to
repeat it.  I'm just reading the last sentence in

10 A where it says that the new location of the OCRM
Line is specific to the property and creates a

11 hardship for the property owner in maintaining
the current amount of indoor and outdoor living

12 area.
              MR. TAYLOR:  So this would probably

13 be more applicable to pose to the applicant, but
I will take a stab at answering the question.

14 The existing -- the OCRM Critical Line would
still impact the property just as much or even

15 more coming into the house more than it would had
the existing structure been built.

16          And so the use of what's been built now
the indoor, outdoor spaces couldn't be modified

17 based on the shift in the OCRM Critical Line.
              MR. FARABEE:  This sounds like a

18 future concern, not a present concern.
              MR. TAYLOR:  You're saying --

19               MR. FARABEE:  I mean, it is what it
is.  I mean, you're looking at the present

20 situation.  And if you're saying that the present
situation makes it hard for us to maintain the

21 present situation, I don't understand what the
hardship is in not doing anything.  That's what

22 I'm saying.
              MR. TAYLOR:  The hardship would be

23 in that the Critical Line reduces the amount of
space and it not already being nonconforming.

24 But it being already nonconforming and you shift
that OCRM Critical Line even more towards the

25 house to make it essentially more restrictive,
then that would be the hardship.
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 1               MR. FARABEE:  What I'm saying is
there's no problem in leaving it the way it is.

 2 There's no violation.  There's no continuing --
              MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.  That's why

 3 we're saying it's legally nonconforming.
              MR. FARABEE:  How is the present

 4 Line making it difficult to maintain the present
size and the present footprint?  That's what I'm

 5 saying.
              MS. KULICK:  I think I would

 6 understand this a little bit more.  I want to
kind of support something that Ben was saying.

 7 If the ARB, for instance, were saying no, you
have to tear this down, that's obviously a very

 8 direct impact.  But not being able to change it
where it's a further encroachment, I don't see as

 9 a hardship.
              MR. TAYLOR:  Well, it isn't

10 changing the existing -- essentially, the
footprint is essentially the same if you look at

11 the existing survey and the proposed plans.  Just
the use of where the indoor and outdoor from a

12 covered deck space or a porch space to a heated
porch space is what's sort of being modified in

13 the application.
              MR. FARABEE:  But they're taking

14 part of the house and pushing it further out into
the zone or 12 feet further out into the --

15               MR. TAYLOR:  No, it's a reduction
in the same -- just in the previous case where

16 the reduction.  It's not much as of a reduction,
but there is a reduction or increase between

17 structure and the Critical Line from 24 --
              MS. KULICK:  24.8 to 25.9.

18               MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, on the
northeast corner.

19               MR. HACKER:  The northeast corner
is becoming heated space where it used to be

20 deck.
              MR. FARABEE:  Right.

21               MR. HACKER:  And that's more
encroachment than it is right today.

22               MR. FARABEE:  That's another
12 feet out into the Critical Line.  Go to the

23 next one, yeah.  On the northeast corner right
there.  Right there.  Over in there.  See, and

24 they're extending that over into the Critical
Line.  That bay area right there.  That's 12 feet

25 per lot, but that portion of the house is gone.
              MR. PARKER:  No, I didn't read
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 1 those elevations that way at all.  What I read is
they were just converting that deck space into

 2 heated area.
              MR. HACKER:  That's what I thought.

 3               MR. FARABEE:  Right there.
              MR. TAYLOR:  I would think the

 4 applicant can speak some more construction of the
rear deck.

 5               MR. FARABEE:  Okay.  You've got
someone else to talk about that?  We can probably

 6 do it when everyone else is done with John.
              MR. HACKER:  Are there any other

 7 questions with John because I think we're getting
to questions we're asking about the new

 8 construction?  I think then let's just hear from
the applicant.  That would be the architect.

 9               MS. WILSON:  Hi, yes.  I'm Heather
Wilson.  I'm the architect for the homeowner,

10 Keller Freeman.
              (Off-the-record discussion.)

11               MS. WILSON:  It's a similar
situation previously.  The homeowners have owned

12 the house for over 30 years.  They're changing
generations so they're trying to update it.  And

13 if you go to some of the pictures of the
condition of the house, the rear deck is in --

14 sorry John are the pictures in the front?
         So the rear deck is in decline,

15 disrepair.  So it has to be rebuilt in order to
update the property.  You can see here it's not

16 in great shape.  So the idea is in looking at the
design and trying to bring the house up to date,

17 the idea was to reverse what was ^  versus what
was ^ .

18          And that does have to do more with the
inside.  There's also -- this part of the area

19 here this is very close to this house, relatively
speaking, where here there's a lot of buffer and

20 it's much more private.
         And so the idea was that the porch --

21 the living porch would come over here and give a
little bit more separation from these two

22 properties for the use.  And this here, which is
a converted room, would be moved to right here

23 and become heated.  And then this would become
porch.

24          But, sir -- I don't know your name --
but you are correct.  That porch was part of the

25 request is that this line would move back a few
inches and then the porch would move over.  So
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 1 it's a little bit of give back.  And then it is a
request to make this backside of the porch -- I

 2 mean this side of the house all porch.
         And then part of what our giveback is

 3 reduce a lot of the lot coverage that was in the
concrete with more pervious ^  to the property

 4 and update it in general.  So it's not -- the
overall encroachment is not moving towards the

 5 marshal, but it's getting wider.  So you are
correct for part of it, yep.

 6               MR. FARABEE:  It is moving closer
to the marsh.

 7               MS. WILSON:  Correct, in that one
corner.

 8               MR. FARABEE:  By 12 feet.
              MS. WILSON:  This corner right

 9 there, yes.  I misunderstood you first.  I
thought you had thought that the whole thing was

10 moving back.  So I think the hardship is that the
OCRM Line was not here when they built the house

11 so they want to use the majority of the house.
         And so now they're in a position that

12 obviously the area that they want to live and
spend all of their time is back here, and there's

13 no place to improve or expand on that because the
OCRM has shifted substantially since they bought

14 the property and built the house.
              MR. HACKER:  Part of your give back

15 is the taking pervious space to impervious.
              MS. WILSON:  Correct.

16               MR. HACKER:  Or making it pervious
rather than impervious.  But it looks like that's

17 a walkway.  What walkway are you talking about?
              MS. WILSON:  I don't know if

18 there's pictures here.  There's a lot of drive
and walkways that are all concrete when you

19 approach the house.  I don't know if we're able
to -- it's on slide line?  Can you see all that?

20 It goes back.  This is all hardscape.  And then
over here.

21               MR. HACKER:  But just in your
driveway is the completely left the same and on

22 the chart on the side of your drawing there, but
the only change is the walkway.  That's what I'm

23 trying to figure -- why is the walkway -- is that
something around the house or just around the

24 front entrance?
              MS. WILSON:  Was why it originally

25 put there?
              MR. HACKER:  Well, no.  If you want
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 1 to do a lot of pervious, there's a whole driveway
that could be pervious I guess.

 2               MS. WILSON:  And we would be happy
to do that.  We haven't -- she's retained

 3 building area due to landscape design.  And the
goal is to make it much more clean and to follow

 4 that hardscape, but I don't have that plan to
show, but I would be happy to make that a

 5 stipulation.
              MR. HACKER:  My point is it sounds

 6 like the walkway is very small to make up for the
big area that you're making closer to the marsh.

 7               MS. WILSON:  Uh-huh.  We could
remove all of the concrete and make it all

 8 pervious straw and adducts to the house.
              MR. FARABEE:  Do you know when the

 9 present owners bought the house?
              MS. WILSON:  I'm sorry?

10               MR. FARABEE:  Do you know when the
present owners bought the house?

11               MS. WILSON:  I don't.  I know it's
been 30 years.  I don't know when it was -- I

12 think it was under construction when they bought
it.  It was in the 80s.  They've owned it for a

13 long time.  80s or 90s.
              MR. HACKER:  Any other questions.

14               MS. WILSON:  Am I allowed to ask a
question?  Okay.  Just since clearly that corner

15 is sensitive and I understand and respect that, I
guess I would also ask the Board to speak about

16 whether or not they have an issue with a reversal
of the heated versus the porch conceptionally.

17 The foundation of the house essentially.
              MR. PARKER:  I'll speak for myself.

18 I mean, I thought that's originally what was
happening.  I don't have a problem with that at

19 all.
              MS. WILSON:  Okay.

20               MR. FARABEE:  Did you look at
alternatives to avoid the additional encroachment

21 into the marsh?
              MS. WILSON:  It would be really --

22 the plan wouldn't change at all.  See, so this is
what the heated room here which is where their

23 front porch is now.  And so this porch here
instead of being a three-bay porch would become a

24 two-bay porch where it's heated right here.
         So you can see how this line, this

25 column and here, right there lines up with this.
So it would just come down here.  And you would
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 1 basically not do that 100-square feet of
additional porch extension.

 2          In which case the footprint is the same.
It's not -- another thought would be to get

 3 this -- see, here is the porch right now.
              (Off-the-record discussion.)

 4               MS. WILSON:  It's just a reversal.
              MR. HACKER:  Because it's not

 5 stated on your design here, I was thinking the
porch is where your living area is here on the

 6 stairs.
              MS. WILSON:  No.  Sorry.  I think

 7 one other idea would be just in terms of the give
and take would be this stair here is -- let's go

 8 back to the site plan.  You can see it's -- see
right up there that setback line?

 9               MR. HACKER:  Right.
              MS. WILSON:  That stair could come

10 off, which would be also be an additional
reduction, you know, take that off the rear of

11 the house which would help also in terms of the
encroachment.

12               MR. CASSIDY:  Would you show me
again where that walkway is?

13               MS. WILSON:  Sure.  And we are very
open to all kinds of things in landscape.  She

14 does plan to do a lot.  And like I said, we have
just hired -- so this is what I'm saying.  All of

15 that can go.  And really -- I mean, I think all
of this should be pervious.

16               MR. CASSIDY:  The walkway is not
part of what's in the OCRM Critical Line, is that

17 correct?
              (Off-the-record discussion.)

18                MR. CASSIDY:  But now the
encroachment is increasing.

19               MS. WILSON:  No, it's just a
reduction in the pervious.  That doesn't have

20 anything to do with the encroachment.
              MR. CASSIDY:  I understand.

21               MR. HACKER:  Can you show where
you're measuring the 24 feet to 25 feet

22 difference in marsh encroachment?  Where is that
line?

23               MS. WILSON:  See right here?
              MR. HACKER:  Okay.  It's that

24 corner.
              MS. WILSON:  It's this corner is --

25 this whole line is coming back.  This whole line.
Because we have -- the foundation is -- would be
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 1 coming back this way.  And that's that -- you can
see right there that's the one that says 24.

 2               MR. HACKER:  Anything further?
Questions?  Do you have any more comments?

 3               MS. WILSON:  No.
              MR. HACKER:  Anyone else care to

 4 speak?
              (Mr. Armbrust is sworn by the

 5 Reporter.)
              MR. ARMBRUST:  My name is Fred

 6 Armbrust, and I live at 246 Saltgrass which is
two lots to the west of the lot in question.  And

 7 this doesn't directly impact me one way or the
other.  But it certainly seems to be a reasonable

 8 request from my point of view.
         From my second story I can see that back

 9 deck.  I can't speak to the immediate neighbors,
but I'm sure they have more view of it.  But

10 any -- I don't think this isn't extending
anything further out into the marsh structurally

11 as far as I can tell.  And it would certainly
improve the condition of the house and at least

12 my view of it, which is a distant view, but it's
obviously a very worn marsh-side property.

13          And I think this would make an
improvement in that sense visually to the house.

14               MR. FARABEE:  So you're on the west
side?

15               MR. ARMBRUST:  Yes.  I'm at the end
of Saltgrass Court.

16               MR. FARABEE:  I don't know which
way the numbers go but --

17               (Off-the-record discussion.)
               MR. FARABEE:  So you don't see any

18 of the addition on the east side though?
               MR. ARMBRUST:  That's correct.

19                MR. FARABEE:  Nothing changes from
your view?

20                MR. LEWIS:  Except for the house.
               MR. ARMBRUST:  Nothing changes.

21 It would change for me from a practical point of
view what they're proposing would be very

22 reasonable in terms of extending a living space
and replacing it for that offset of that addition

23 on the east side.
              MR. LEWIS:  You would go from

24 seeing an open deck to a closed deck?
              MR. ARMBRUST:  Pardon me?

25               MR. LEWIS:  You would go from
seeing an open deck right now to having a closed
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 1 deck area?
              MR. ARMBRUST:  I mean, the

 2 immediate person on the other side of that green
line, I can't speak to what their view would be,

 3 but if they could see that part of the house, it
certainly wouldn't impact their view of the marsh

 4 to the west.
         And so I think anything structurally

 5 improved would an asset from their point of view.
              MR. HACKER:  Any other questions or

 6 concerns?
              MR. ARMBRUST:  Thank you.

 7               MR. PARKER:  I have a question back
to for architect still real quickly.  I just want

 8 to be clear in my head.  Is the basic foundation
footprint of this house changing or not changing?

 9               MS. WILSON:  The only part that is
change is that piece, the 100-square foot in the

10 northeast corner.  The rest is existing
foundation that is there currently.

11               MR. PARKER:  But it is existing?
It's already there?

12               MS. WILSON:  It's there.  You can
see -- this is actually a really good picture

13 there of the -- I don't know where my little
pointer went.  But just you can see the roof

14 that's built there.  So that flat roof with the
thick windows would become porch.  And then to

15 the right would become the ^  which you see in my
elevation.

16               MR. PARKER:  But again, the
footprint, foundational footprint does not

17 change?
              MS. WILSON:  It's that corner to

18 the left of those six windows is what I'm asking
for the extension of the porch.  That's not

19 heated, yes.  That's what I think --
              MR. HACKER:  That's not heated?

20               MS. WILSON:  Correct.  Right there.
              MR. FARABEE:  How wide is that?

21 It's 12 feet deep, but how wide is it?
              MS. WILSON:  It's 10 feet.  Just

22 over 9 feet.
              (Off-the-record discussion.)

23                MR. PARKER:  So you have to lay
concrete then?

24               MS. WILSON:  Yes.  Well, not clear
though.  It would be a spot here because it's not

25 heated so it would be a spot here, which I think
is different and less damaging as opposed to
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 1 trenching it all out and having it ^ .  It would
be a single spot here.

 2               MR. CASSIDY:  The amount of
footprint that's inside the OCRM, does that

 3 increase or decease?
              MS. WILSON:  That is probably 27

 4 feet -- square feet of OCRM encroachment.  So in
other words --

 5               MR. CASSIDY:  Increase?
              MS. WILSON:  Yes.  So in other

 6 words, the first 6 feet of that porch are
compliant.  The last 3 feet are not compliant.

 7               MR. CASSIDY:  Okay.
              MS. KULICK:  I think there's

 8 somebody else who wants to speak.
              MR. LEWIS:  I have a question.  Was

 9 the neighbor to -- this direction notified of the
proposed changes?

10               MR. TAYLOR:  Yes, everyone within
300 foot.

11               (Off-the-record discussion.)
               (Mr. Miller was sworn by the

12 Reporter.)
              MR. MILLER:  My name is Don Miller.

13 I live at 258 Cordgrass.  We're like the third
property west of this particular property.  And I

14 am totally illiterate when it comes to what
you-all are talking about.  My concern is is

15 we've lived in our house as the rise of the water
level over time which has encroached our

16 backyard.
         And our house was built in '79 pre Hugo.

17 So I am beyond what the setback is as it is now.
How is this going to impact me in the future of

18 creating the possibility of further flooding?
When it rains and we have a good high tide, that

19 area floods with that little zone.  I don't know
whether that's an electric zone there.  The green

20 space is flooded.
         So we have a lot of flooding at

21 Cordgrass.  They've taken a certain amount of
effort to minimize that, but that gets flooded

22 tremendously.  So I don't know how the
encroachment as we're talking about would affect

23 that, but I'm concerned about losing any further
amount of my property as the climate continues to

24 move.  And I'm not denying that it continues to
change.  Thank you.

25               MR. HACKER:  Yes?
              MS. WILSON:  I totally very much
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 1 respect that and think that really the more that
we can do with the impervious and pervious and

 2 the goal being to manage all of our water on site
is actually much more important than that

 3 particular encroachment in my mind.
         And I would be happy to make it a

 4 stipulation to this permit regardless of the
variance application that we can further reduce

 5 that lot coverage and do more for on-site water
management because I think it's so important.

 6          It's the running off that has really
impacted the neighbors and neighborhood the most.

 7 It's the rain events.  So I would be happy to
work with you directly or explain to you what

 8 we're looking into.  And like I said, we are
working with a landscape engineer -- I mean

 9 architect and civil engineer for all of that
because I do feel really strongly about it.

10          And the daughter of the woman who is
taking over the renovation, it's very important

11 to her.  So it is -- I'm not sure that it's
exactly related to this, but I think it's an

12 important issue that we take very seriously.
              MR. MILLER:  I appreciate that, but

13 for high tide and looking at that, I don't think
if you made that driveway impervious that you're

14 going to compensate the flooding aspect behind
that house that's on sea marsh and the house

15 that's at the corner of ours.
         The ^  house is the one that's just to

16 the right of the house in question.  And I'm two
more houses up.  It gets a flooded whole area

17 that continues to flood out into our cul-de-sac.
And you have a certain amount of straw over the

18 only one drain.  You have a lake.
         And I'm not an engineer.  And if the

19 landscape engineer can say that this is going to
control that, I'm happy with it.  I just don't

20 need any more additional man-made water
involvement in the back of my yard because I'm

21 not going to have a lot to set in the future,
assuming I'm staying --

22               MR. HACKER:  You can't change the
site of your house or the other houses.  I think

23 what the architect is trying to say is there's so
much land that can accept water no matter where

24 it is in the area.  It's all going to be part of
it.  But if the high tide comes, that water is

25 not coming from rain.  It's coming from the
river.
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 1          And it's going to come to the properties
that's the lowest.  That's just where it's going

 2 to go.
              MR. PARKER:  And little bit of

 3 encroachment isn't going to change the fact that
the marsh rises.  It's not going to impact that

 4 one bit.
              MR. FARABEE:  No.  I understand his

 5 concern.  Expanding 100 feet additional into the
marsh and that's where the water can go.  And so

 6 if water is going to go around there, it's going
to end up on other people's property that can't

 7 go to that 100 feet that --
              MR. HACKER:  Or if it can't get

 8 absorbed by more open area.
              MR. FARABEE:  If it's not absorbed,

 9 that's right.  But it's got to get to the
absorbed area for it to be absorbed.  So it's

10 just a point of concern.  And I think that's the
whole point of the Line.

11               MR. HACKER:  Exactly.
              MR. FARABEE:  And to try to prevent

12 that.  And we had so built before we started --
              MR. HACKER:  My point is three

13 properties over, I cannot say that the water from
that 100-square feet or whatever it's --

14 97-square feet where it's going.
              MR. FARABEE:  No, no.  I'm just

15 saying that we can say where it won't go if that
spot is not filled.

16               MR. HACKER:  Fine.
              MS. KULICK:  Yeah, that's

17 exacerbated.
              MS. WILSON:  It will remain, like I

18 said, opened.  It's a porch not heated in that
area.  So it would be open and pervious below.

19 So again, I'm not discounting it's a real issue
and it's a scary one, but I think there's more

20 that we can do around the house to add --
              MR. PARKER:  Is the bottom of the

21 porch going to be closed?
              MS. WILSON:  No.

22               MR. PARKER:  Then do you even need
a pad?

23               MS. WILSON:  No pad.  There won't
be a pad under it.

24               MR. FARABEE:  So the water could go
there?

25               MS. WILSON:  Right.  That's what
I'm trying to say is it wouldn't impact the
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 1 high-rise flooding.  And I think there's a lot we
can do for other flooding on the property with

 2 the lot coverage reduction.
              MS. KULICK:  Would the flooding in

 3 any way undermine or compromise the foundation
since it's open area?

 4               MS. WILSON:  Huh-uh.  No.  I mean,
I think we all know the water is just going to go

 5 where it's going to go.  And the foundation is
deep enough to withstand it because it's the

 6 river it's not the ^ .  There won't be that sort
of ^  issue.  It's more important to let the

 7 water move and then go back out.
              MS. KULICK:  You don't live on the

 8 marsh, do you?
              MR. HACKER:  Thank you.  Any more

 9 questions, comments?  If not, then we'll close
the information on the case.  And I will honor a

10 motion.
              MR. PARKER:  I hear everybody's

11 concerns, and I share them, but I do not think
that this is an unreasonable accommodation for

12 what these people what to do to a house that's
over 30 years old and clearly needs to have some

13 renovation and want to reconfigure it.
         And if the architect is willing to work

14 with making the lot more perkable, if she is
willing to do all the things in terms of

15 construction, the silt fencing, I personally say
I would approve that.

16               MR. CASSIDY:  I'll second.
              MR. HACKER:  It's been moved and

17 seconded to approve the motion as stated.  Open
for discussion.

18               MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, I would like to
discuss that.  I think that more efficient ways

19 in regards to avoid this additional encroachment.
I think with regards to the deck style, they're

20 taking use of the space that they have.  They
didn't go over the encroachment.  They pretty

21 much maintained their present Line as before.
         But the additional 100-square feet is

22 unnecessary.  And I think our job is -- what I
think our job is to kind of avoid that further

23 encroachment out into the marsh.  And that's what
this area is in that northeast corner.

24          It's a further encroachment out into --
with a house that's already out.  That's

25 considerably.  So I don't think it is appropriate
that we approve not with that northeast corner
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 1 addition going in.
              MR. HACKER:  Any other comments?

 2               MS. KULICK:  I agree with Ben.
              MR. HACKER:  If no other comments,

 3 ready for a vote.  All those in favor of the
motion say aye.

 4               (Collective ayes.)
              MR. HACKER:  All those opposed, the

 5 same sign.
              (Collective nays.)

 6               MR. HACKER:  I believe that was
three nays.  Kulick, Cassidy, and Farabee?

 7               MR. FARABEE.  Right.
              MR. HACKER:  And four yeses.

 8 Passes 4 to 3.
              MR. PARKER:  I would like to

 9 reiterate my comment though that this is going to
be an issue that's going to keep veering its ugly

10 little head.  And it might be -- I don't know how
you would do this, but it might be beneficial to

11 somehow if we could get the word out to
architects that they need to come prepared with

12 plans that kind of give and take.
              MR. HACKER:  Right.

13               MS. WILSON:  I know we're obviously
done, but we will do more giving.  I'm happy to

14 send a landscape plan to John, and he can share.
And we'll take it very seriously with the

15 opportunity given.
              MR. HACKER:  Remember that part of

16 that motion was that you're looking for more
pervious area not just the --

17               MS. WILSON:  I understand.  It's a
much more significant lot coverage reduction.

18               MR. HACKER:  And pass it along to
the Architectural Review Board who gives the

19 final approval.  Thank you.
              MS. WILSON:  Thank you.

20               MR. HACKER:  Is there any other
business?

21               MR. LEWIS:  We have a February
meeting, correct?

22               MR. TAYLOR:  We do have a February
meeting.  We have three cases.

23               MS. KULICK:  Three cases?
              MR. PARKER:  What is that date?

24               MR. TAYLOR:  February 24th.
              MR. HACKER:  I'll entertain a

25 motion to adjourn.
              MS. KULICK:  So moved.
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 1               MR. PARKER:  Seconded.
              MR. FARABEE:  Third.

 2               MR. HACKER:  All in favor say aye.
              (All respond with aye.)

 3               MR. HACKER:  We are adjourned.
              (The hearing was adjourned at 4:07

 4 PM.)
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 3
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 4 and Notary Public for the State of South Carolina
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 5 the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth and nothing

 6 but the truth in the within-entitled cause; that
said deposition was taken at the time and

 7 location therein stated; that the testimony of
the witness and all objections made at the time

 8 of the examination were recorded stenographically
by me and were thereafter transcribed by

 9 computer-aided transcription; that the foregoing
is a full, complete and true record of the

10 testimony of the witness and of all objections
made at the time of the examination; and that the

11 witness was given an opportunity to read and
correct said deposition and to subscribe the

12 same.
              Should the signature of the witness

13 not be affixed to the deposition, the witness
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              Witness my hand, I have hereunto
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specific   15:14   16:4 
 18:2, 10
specifically   11:16
spend   21:12
spirit   8:19   9:1 
 17:5
spot   25:24, 25   26:1 
 28:15
square   6:3, 7, 23, 24 
 8:23   9:6, 7, 16 
 13:23, 24   14:8, 9, 11,
13   17:17   26:4
stab   18:13
STAFF   3:8   4:4 
 5:17   7:3, 4, 17 
 9:10   12:12   14:23 
 15:3   17:23   18:1
stair   14:6   17:17 
 23:7, 9
stairs   14:10   23:6
stand   5:13, 18
standards   15:24
started   28:12
state   5:18   10:5 
 11:18   32:1, 4
stated   7:9   9:8 
 15:20   23:5   29:17 
 32:7
statements   5:11
states   6:16   9:18 
 15:9   17:12, 21
stating   8:21   17:7
status   7:6   15:6
staying   14:25   27:21

stenographically 
 32:8
step   13:14
stipulation   12:12 
 22:5   27:4
story   24:8
straw   22:8   27:17
Street   10:8   11:17
strongly   27:9
structurally   24:10 
 25:4
structure   6:10, 13,
14   7:1, 7, 8, 18, 19 
 8:2, 14   10:12   14:5,
7, 14, 17, 24   15:7, 8,
13   16:1, 11, 13, 25 
 17:19   18:15   19:17
structures   7:14 
 14:14   15:23
style   29:19
subject   6:5   7:11 
 13:20   14:4   15:17,
21
submitted   12:5
subscribe   32:11
substantial   7:24 
 16:8
substantially   9:3 
 17:14   21:13
summary   10:10
support   5:20   19:6
Sure   4:20   23:13 
 24:9   27:11
Surrounding   6:9
survey   12:5   15:9 
 19:11
switch   14:25
sworn   5:12   24:4 
 26:11   32:5

< T >
take   4:16   10:13 
 18:13   23:7, 10 
 27:12   30:12, 14
taken   26:21   32:6
talk   20:5
talked   13:9
talking   21:17   26:14,
22
tapes   10:17

TAYLOR   3:9   4:4,
18   5:22, 23   9:20 
 11:25   12:17, 19, 21 
 13:20   18:5, 7, 12, 18,
22   19:2, 9, 15   20:3 
 26:10   30:22, 24
tear   19:7
tell   24:11
ten   6:15   8:3   13:7
tend   13:2
term   9:21
terms   17:21   23:7,
11   24:22   29:14
testify   32:5
testimony   5:19 
 32:7, 10
Thank   5:16, 23 
 9:23   10:9, 20, 22 
 11:14   12:1, 8, 9 
 25:6   26:24   29:8 
 30:19
thereof   32:16
thick   25:14
thing   12:1   13:4, 8 
 21:9
things   13:9   23:13 
 29:14
think   9:24   13:6, 13 
 19:5   20:3, 7, 8 
 21:10   22:12   23:6,
15   24:10, 13   25:4,
19, 25   26:7   27:1, 5,
11, 13, 22   28:10, 19 
 29:1, 4, 11, 18, 19, 22,
25
thinking   23:5
Third   7:17   26:13 
 31:1
thought   20:2   21:9 
 22:18   23:2
thought-out   11:14
three   11:4   28:12 
 30:6, 22, 23
three-bay   22:23
tide   26:18   27:13, 24
TIME   1:18   4:7, 12 
 5:13, 22   9:25 
 11:22   12:3   17:10 
 18:6   21:12   22:13 
 26:15   32:6, 7, 10
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today   4:3, 5   5:2, 6 
 11:21   19:21
told   11:19
total   17:18
totally   26:14, 25
TOWN   1:1, 18   4:2,
19   5:1
town's   13:9
transcribed   32:8
transcription   32:9
tremendously   26:22
trenching   26:1
true   5:9   32:9
truth   32:5, 6
try   28:11
trying   20:12, 16 
 21:23   27:23   28:25
two   5:21   6:15, 22 
 8:2   13:11   20:21 
 24:6   27:16
two-bay   22:24

< U >
ugly   30:9
Uh-huh   22:7
unanimously   4:12,
18   13:17
undermine   29:3
understand   18:4, 21 
 19:6   22:15   23:20 
 28:4   30:17
understood   11:6
unique   7:11   12:24 
 15:17
unnecessary   29:22
unreasonable   16:2 
 29:11
unreasonably   7:20
update   20:12, 15 
 21:4
usable   11:8
use   8:6, 7, 9   9:21 
 10:13   11:11   16:16,
17, 19, 22   18:16 
 19:11   20:22   21:11 
 29:20
utilization   7:20 
 16:3, 23
utilized   16:20

< V >
vacant   15:21
value   8:12
variance   6:2, 16, 20 
 7:3, 24   8:6, 9, 10, 11,
12, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21,
25   9:3, 8   16:8, 15,
16, 21, 23   17:3, 6, 7,
12, 14, 21   27:4
veering   30:9
vegetated   8:4
vegetation   7:2 
 14:20
version   5:6
versus   20:17   22:16
Vice   4:6, 12, 13, 15,
16
vicinity   7:12, 14 
 8:18   9:1   14:2 
 15:18, 23   17:4
view   14:22   24:8, 9,
12, 19, 21   25:2, 3, 5
Vinyet   10:6
violation   19:2
visually   24:13
volume   13:6   17:8
vote   4:16   30:3

< W >
waived   32:14
walkway   21:17, 22,
23   22:6   23:12, 16
walkways   14:11 
 21:18
want   18:9   19:6 
 21:11, 12, 25   25:7 
 29:13
wanted   10:13   11:16
wanting   11:8   12:10
wants   26:8
water   26:15   27:2, 5,
20, 23, 24   28:5, 6, 13,
24   29:4, 7
way   12:2   13:11 
 17:13   19:1   20:1 
 24:1, 7, 16   29:3
ways   29:18
weighed   11:22
welcome   10:9, 22

well   8:4   11:14 
 12:4   19:9   21:25 
 25:24
WENDY   3:6   4:3 
 9:24
went   25:13
we're   10:11   11:17 
 19:3   20:7   21:19 
 26:13, 22   27:8 
 30:13
west   6:9, 25   7:13 
 15:19   24:6, 14 
 25:4   26:13
we've   26:15
wide   25:20, 21
wider   21:5
wife   11:4
willing   29:13, 14
WILSON   3:9   4:5 
 5:14   13:22   20:9,
11   21:7, 8, 15, 17, 24 
 22:2, 7, 9, 11, 14, 19,
21   23:4, 6, 9, 13, 19,
23, 24   24:3   25:9, 12,
17, 20, 21, 24   26:3, 5,
25   28:17, 21, 23, 25 
 29:4   30:13, 17, 19
windows   25:14, 18
wishes   5:12
wishing   5:13
within-entitled   32:6
withstand   29:5
witness   32:4, 7, 10,
11, 12, 13, 16
woman   27:10
word   30:11
words   26:4, 6
work   8:15   10:25 
 15:16   16:6, 19, 22 
 27:7   29:13
working   27:8
worn   24:12
writing   5:11

< Y >
yard   7:5   15:6 
 27:20
Yeah   13:2   18:1 
 19:18, 23   28:16 
 29:18

year   4:6, 22, 24 
 12:25
years   11:3   12:5 
 20:12   22:11   29:12
yep   21:5
yeses   30:7
you-all   26:14

< Z >
Zone   6:5   13:22 
 14:2   19:14   26:19
ZONING   1:2, 17,
18   4:2   6:8, 10 
 7:12, 14   8:7, 8 
 9:20   15:18, 19, 20 
 16:15, 17, 18   17:22
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 WORD LIST 

< 1 >
10   (1)
100   (2)
100-square   (4)
10-foot   (1)
11,000   (1)
12   (5)
13th   (1)
15-foot   (2)
17,866   (1)
19-000010   (1)
197   (2)
1984   (1)
1990   (3)
1990s   (1)
1994   (1)

< 2 >
2   (1)
2,085   (1)
2,110   (1)
20-00001   (1)
2019   (2)
2020   (4)
2029   (1)
20-foot   (1)
219   (1)
24   (5)
24.8   (1)
246   (1)
248   (2)
24th   (2)
25   (4)
25.9   (1)
253   (1)
258   (1)
264   (3)
27   (4)
29415   (1)

< 3 >
3   (2)
3:00   (2)
30   (5)
300   (1)
30-foot   (13)
32.8   (1)

33   (1)
35.9   (1)
36.5   (1)
38.8   (1)

< 4 >
4   (1)
4:07   (1)

< 5 >
525   (2)
56   (5)

< 6 >
6   (1)
6-29-70   (1)
634   (1)

< 7 >
730.5   (1)
79   (1)

< 8 >
80s   (2)
83   (1)

< 9 >
9   (1)
90s   (3)
94   (1)
97-square   (1)

< A >
ability   (1)
able   (4)
absorbed   (4)
accept   (2)
accommodation   (1)
accurate   (1)
Act   (1)
Action   (1)
actions   (2)
add   (2)
addition   (5)
additional   (7)
Additionally   (3)
address   (7)
addressed   (1)
adducts   (1)

adjacent   (15)
adjourn   (1)
adjourned   (2)
administer   (1)
administered   (1)
adversely   (3)
aerial   (1)
affect   (5)
affixed   (2)
afternoon   (2)
AGENDA   (1)
agree   (2)
agreement   (1)
ALLEN   (3)
allow   (2)
allowable   (1)
allowed   (1)
alternatives   (1)
amount   (14)
answer   (1)
answering   (1)
anybody   (4)
APPEALS   (3)
APPEARANCES 
 (1)
appears   (1)
applicable   (1)
applicant   (16)
APPLICANT/PROP
ERTY   (1)
applicant's   (21)
application   (8)
apply   (2)
appreciate   (1)
approach   (1)
approaches   (1)
appropriate   (1)
approval   (10)
approve   (6)
approved   (5)
approximately   (24)
ARB   (8)
ARCHITECT   (10)
architects   (1)
Architectural   (4)
Architecture   (1)
area   (26)
areas   (2)
Armbrust   (9)

asking   (2)
aspect   (1)
asset   (1)
ASSOCIATES   (1)
assuming   (1)
ATTORNEY   (3)
audience   (1)
August   (1)
authorization   (2)
available   (1)
availed   (1)
avoid   (3)
aware   (1)
awful   (1)
aye   (11)
ayes   (1)

< B >
back   (20)
backside   (1)
backward   (1)
backyard   (1)
based   (3)
basic   (1)
basically   (1)
bay   (1)
becoming   (1)
believe   (2)
BEN   (4)
beneficial   (1)
beyond   (3)
big   (2)
BILL   (7)
binoculars   (1)
bit   (5)
BOARD   (13)
boat   (1)
body   (1)
bottom   (1)
bought   (5)
boundaries   (2)
breaks   (1)
bring   (3)
Broad   (1)
buffer   (1)
buildable   (1)
builder   (2)
building   (2)
built   (16)
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business   (3)
BZA   (12)
BZA20-000001   (1)
BZA20-00001   (1)

< C >
call   (5)
care   (3)
cares   (1)
CAROLINA   (7)
CASE   (16)
cases   (4)
CASSIDY   (16)
cause   (2)
CENTER   (1)
certain   (2)
certainly   (5)
CERTIFICATE   (1)
certify   (3)
Chair   (7)
Chairman   (3)
CHAIRPERSON   (1)
change   (15)
changed   (1)
changes   (3)
changing   (5)
character   (1)
CHARLESTON   (7)
chart   (1)
choose   (1)
Circle   (1)
Circuit   (1)
circumstances   (1)
civil   (1)
CLARK   (1)
clean   (1)
clear   (2)
clearly   (2)
climate   (1)
close   (4)
closed   (3)
closer   (4)
Coastal   (1)
code   (1)
Collective   (2)
column   (1)
come   (6)
comes   (2)
coming   (6)

comment   (3)
comments   (4)
commission   (1)
committee   (1)
common   (1)
compensate   (1)
complete   (2)
completed   (1)
completely   (1)
compliance   (1)
compliant   (3)
Comprehensive   (4)
compromise   (1)
computer-aided   (1)
conceptionally   (1)
concern   (5)
concerned   (1)
concerns   (2)
concrete   (4)
condition   (3)
conditions   (5)
conflict   (5)
conform   (1)
confusing   (1)
consider   (5)
considerably   (1)
considered   (1)
considering   (3)
constructed   (2)
construction   (6)
contempt   (1)
continues   (3)
continuing   (1)
contrary   (3)
control   (1)
convert   (1)
converted   (1)
converting   (1)
Cordgrass   (2)
corner   (13)
correct   (12)
correcting   (1)
Costal   (1)
Council   (2)
counsel   (1)
County   (4)
couple   (1)
Court   (10)
coverage   (10)

covered   (3)
Craig   (1)
creates   (4)
creating   (1)
criteria   (20)
Critical   (31)
cul-de-sac   (3)
current   (12)
currently   (4)
cut   (1)

< D >
damaging   (1)
dark   (1)
DATE   (3)
daughter   (1)
daughters   (1)
day   (1)
deal   (1)
decease   (1)
December   (1)
deck   (43)
decline   (1)
decrease   (2)
deep   (2)
denying   (1)
deposition   (4)
design   (3)
detriment   (3)
development   (1)
difference   (1)
different   (2)
difficult   (2)
direct   (1)
direction   (1)
directly   (2)
director   (1)
discounting   (1)
discuss   (1)
discussion   (9)
disrepair   (1)
distance   (6)
distant   (1)
DISTRICT   (11)
district's   (2)
doing   (2)
Don   (1)
drain   (1)
drawing   (1)

drive   (1)
driveway   (4)
due   (4)
duly   (1)
duration   (2)

< E >
east   (7)
efficient   (1)
effort   (2)
eight   (2)
either   (3)
elected   (1)
election   (1)
electric   (1)
elevation   (2)
elevations   (1)
employed   (1)
encroach   (1)
encroached   (2)
encroaches   (3)
encroaching   (4)
encroachment   (29)
encroachments   (1)
enforcement   (3)
engineer   (4)
entertain   (2)
entrance   (1)
essentially   (5)
established   (2)
establishment   (2)
events   (2)
everybody's   (1)
evidence   (1)
exacerbated   (1)
exact   (1)
exactly   (2)
examination   (2)
exceptional   (3)
existence   (1)
existing   (41)
expand   (1)
Expanding   (1)
expedite   (1)
expires   (1)
explain   (1)
extend   (2)
extending   (3)
extends   (1)
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extension   (2)
extraordinary   (3)

< F >
facing   (1)
fact   (6)
fact-finding   (1)
factor   (1)
factors   (1)
facts   (1)
false   (1)
familiar   (2)
family   (2)
far   (3)
FARABEE   (36)
fast   (1)
favor   (7)
February   (4)
feel   (1)
feet   (44)
fence   (1)
fencing   (5)
figure   (1)
filled   (1)
final   (4)
finding   (2)
findings   (3)
FINDLEY   (3)
Fine   (1)
finished   (1)
first   (11)
flat   (1)
flood   (1)
flooded   (3)
flooding   (6)
floods   (1)
floor   (6)
follow   (2)
following   (2)
foot   (3)
footage   (4)
footprint   (14)
foregoing   (2)
foundation   (6)
foundational   (1)
four   (1)
framework   (1)
FRANK   (2)
Fred   (1)

Freedom   (1)
Freeman   (2)
Freshfields   (1)
front   (7)
full   (2)
fully   (1)
further   (14)
future   (3)

< G >
Gardners   (1)
gee   (1)
general   (2)
generally   (2)
generations   (1)
getting   (2)
girls   (1)
give   (9)
giveback   (1)
given   (6)
gives   (1)
giving   (1)
glass   (1)
go   (19)
goal   (2)
goes   (3)
going   (25)
Goldenrod   (6)
good   (5)
granting   (10)
great   (2)
green   (2)
group   (1)
guess   (2)

< H >
HACKER   (66)
half   (3)
HANAN   (2)
hand   (4)
hand-in-hand   (1)
happened   (1)
happening   (1)
happens   (1)
happy   (8)
hard   (1)
hardscape   (2)
hardship   (9)
harmony   (3)

hatched   (2)
head   (2)
hear   (4)
hearing   (2)
hearings   (1)
heart   (1)
heated   (13)
Heather   (2)
heavily   (1)
heavy   (1)
height   (1)
help   (2)
helped   (1)
hereunto   (1)
Hi   (3)
high   (3)
highlands   (1)
high-rise   (1)
himself/herself   (1)
hired   (2)
hiring   (1)
home   (10)
homeowner   (1)
homeowners   (1)
homes   (2)
honor   (1)
hoping   (1)
hours   (1)
house   (48)
houses   (2)
Hugo   (1)
Huh-uh   (1)
HUTZLER   (4)

< I >
ictometry   (1)
idea   (4)
identifying   (1)
illiterate   (1)
images   (2)
immediate   (2)
impact   (9)
impacted   (2)
impervious   (5)
important   (5)
improve   (3)
improved   (1)
improvement   (1)
improvements   (1)

inches   (9)
includes   (1)
including   (1)
increase   (8)
increases   (3)
increasing   (2)
indoor   (7)
information   (4)
inside   (2)
inspection   (1)
install   (2)
instance   (1)
instructions   (1)
intent   (17)
interest   (2)
interested   (1)
interfere   (3)
involvement   (1)
ISLAND   (7)
issue   (6)
item   (1)
its   (1)

< J >
January   (3)
JAY   (2)
job   (2)
JOE   (2)
JOHN   (15)
JOHNS   (1)
JR   (3)

< K >
keep   (1)
Keller   (2)
key   (1)
keys   (1)
KIAWAH   (9)
kind   (9)
kinds   (1)
Kingwood   (1)
know   (23)
KULICK   (23)

< L >
lake   (1)
land   (4)
landscape   (5)
Large   (1)
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late   (1)
lay   (1)
leave   (1)
leaving   (1)
left   (2)
legal   (2)
legally   (2)
letter   (16)
level   (4)
LEWIS   (8)
lighter   (1)
limited   (1)
line   (54)
lines   (7)
little   (8)
live   (4)
lived   (1)
living   (8)
LLC   (2)
located   (9)
LOCATION   (11)
long   (2)
look   (7)
looking   (10)
looks   (1)
losing   (1)
lot   (30)
lots   (2)
low   (1)
lowest   (1)

< M >
MACKENZIE   (3)
maintain   (3)
maintained   (2)
maintaining   (4)
majority   (1)
making   (4)
manage   (1)
management   (1)
man-made   (1)
map   (1)
marked   (1)
marking   (1)
marsh   (24)
marshal   (1)
marsh-side   (1)
materials   (1)
matter   (1)

maximum   (1)
mean   (8)
measuring   (1)
meet   (1)
meeting   (6)
meetings   (1)
MEMBERS   (4)
microphone   (1)
mid   (1)
middle   (2)
Miller   (4)
mind   (1)
minimize   (1)
minutes   (2)
misunderstood   (1)
modification   (1)
modifications   (4)
modified   (3)
modify   (3)
modifying   (1)
MORRIS   (2)
motion   (13)
move   (7)
moved   (7)
moving   (4)
MUNICIPAL   (1)

< N >
name   (7)
nays   (2)
need   (7)
needs   (1)
negative   (1)
negatively   (1)
neighbor   (1)
neighborhood   (5)
neighbors   (4)
neither   (1)
new   (7)
nice   (1)
nine   (2)
nominate   (3)
nominations   (4)
nonconformance   (1)
nonconforming   (14)
normal   (1)
northeast   (8)
Notary   (1)
note   (3)

noted   (1)
notified   (1)
NUMBER   (3)
numbers   (1)

< O >
oath   (2)
objections   (2)
obviously   (4)
occurred   (1)
OCRM   (27)
October   (1)
office   (2)
officers   (2)
official   (2)
offset   (1)
Off-the-record   (7)
Oh   (2)
Okay   (7)
old   (2)
on-site   (1)
open   (9)
opened   (1)
operations   (1)
opportunity   (3)
opposed   (3)
orally   (1)
order   (4)
ordinance   (8)
ordinance's   (1)
organization   (2)
original   (1)
originally   (4)
outdoor   (7)
overall   (4)
owned   (2)
OWNER   (9)
owners   (3)

< P >
pad   (3)
pages   (1)
Pardon   (2)
parents   (1)
PARKER   (25)
Parks   (1)
part   (13)
particular   (4)
party   (1)

pass   (2)
passes   (4)
pending   (1)
people   (2)
people's   (1)
percent   (5)
perception-wise   (1)
perkable   (1)
permit   (1)
permitted   (3)
person   (2)
personally   (1)
pertaining   (2)
pertinent   (1)
pervious   (12)
physically   (2)
picture   (1)
pictures   (3)
piece   (3)
place   (1)
plan   (13)
planning   (1)
plans   (10)
planted   (1)
pleasing   (1)
PM   (2)
point   (7)
pointer   (1)
porch   (25)
portion   (3)
portions   (2)
pose   (1)
position   (2)
positive   (1)
possibility   (1)
PR   (1)
practical   (1)
pre   (1)
prepare   (2)
prepared   (1)
PRESENT   (15)
pressured   (1)
pretty   (3)
prevent   (2)
previous   (1)
previously   (1)
prior   (3)
private   (1)
probably   (6)
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problem   (6)
procedure   (3)
procedures   (1)
proceed   (1)
profitability   (2)
profitable   (1)
profitably   (1)
prohibit   (3)
project   (3)
properties   (19)
PROPERTY   (61)
propose   (2)
proposed   (21)
proposing   (1)
provide   (1)
provided   (1)
providing   (1)
public   (9)
purpose   (3)
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                 1                  MR. HACKER:  It is 3:00 so I would
                      like to call to order the January 27, 2020
                 2    meeting of the Town of Kiawah Island Board of
                      Zoning Appeals.  Board members who will hear the
                 3    cases today are Morris Hanan, Wendy Kulick, Frank
                      Cassidy, Ben Farabee, Jay Lewis, Scott Parker,
                 4    and myself, Ron Hacker.
                               Staff members present are John Taylor,
                 5    Jr. and our attorney for the BZA, Joe Wilson.
                               Our first order of business today is
                 6    actually the election of officers for this year
                      who will be elected to be Chairman, Vice
                 7    Chairman, and the Secretary.  At this time I will
                      accept nominations for the position of the Chair.
                 8                  MR. PARKER:  I nominate Ron Hacker.
                                    MS. KULICK:  I second that.
                 9                  MR. HACKER:  Is there any other
                      nominations for Chair?  If not, then all in favor
                10    of the motion for Ron Hacker to be Chair, say aye
                      and raise their right hand.
                11                  (All respond with aye.)
                                    MR. HACKER:  Motion passes
                12    unanimously.  At this time then, I would like to
                      open nominations for Vice Chair.
                13                  MS. KULICK:  I would like to
                      nominate Scott Parker as Vice Chair.
                14                  MR. HACKER:  Second?
                                    MR. CASSIDY:  Second.
                15                  MR. HACKER:  So moved and seconded
                      of Vice Chair.  Any other nominations?  If not,
                16    we'll take a vote on Scott Parker to be Vice
                      Chair.  All those in favor say aye and raise your
                17    right hand.
                                    (All respond with aye.)
                18                  MR. HACKER:  Motion passes
                      unanimously.  Our secretary, John Taylor, Jr. is
                19    the current planning director.  And the rules of
                      procedure for the Town says that ^  show the BZA
                20    Secretary.  Would anybody like to nominate John?
                                    MS. KULICK:  Sure.
                21                  MR. CASSIDY:  Seconded.
                                    MR. HACKER:  So the motion is
                22    seconded of John to become our secretary for this
                      year.  All those in favor raise their right hand
                23    and say aye.
                                    (All respond with aye.)
                24                  MR. HACKER:  We have our officers
                      for the year.  We will now go into the case part
                25    of our meeting.  Our case rulings from this and
                      any BZA meeting are available for public review
�
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                 1    and inspection for normal business hours here at
                      the Town of Kiawah Island.
                 2             I would also like to -- there's only a
                      few people in the audience today so I would like
                 3    to ask you if you are aware of the operations of
                      the BZA?  I can read a whole rap information of
                 4    what we do, but if you're familiar with it, we
                      can pass that.  So would anybody like me to read
                 5    the rules of the BZA?  No one cares to do that.
                               So we will proceed with the short
                 6    version of procedure of instructions for the day.
                               Actually, our today hearing and all of
                 7    our hearings are public fact-finding meetings so
                      we are in compliance with the Freedom of
                 8    Information Act of South Carolina code 6-29-70.
                               Because this is a quasi-judicial body,
                 9    everything said in the meeting must be complete,
                      true, and accurate.  All of the information
                10    provided to the BZA is considered evidence, and
                      this Board may certify contempt of Circuit Court
                11    if false statements are made either in writing or
                      orally.
                12             Because of this, each person who wishes
                      to address the Board will be sworn in.  And at
                13    this time to expedite procedures, those wishing
                      to speak I would like you to stand as a group and
                14    then have our attorney, Mr. Wilson, administer
                      the oath.
                15                  (The oath was administered by the
                      Reporter.)
                16                  MR. HACKER:  Thank you.  I shall
                      now call BZA 20-00001 at 56 Goldenrod Court.
                17    Staff will present facts pertinent to the case.
                      I shall then call the applicant to address the
                18    case.  The applicant will then stand and state
                      your name and current address for the record
                19    before providing testimony.
                               I will then ask for all those speaking
                20    either in support or against the case, they may
                      follow the same procedure of identifying
                21    themselves, and they are limited to two minutes
                      each.  The applicant then will also have two
                22    minutes for rebuttal.
                               At this time I will call on John Taylor
                23    to give our fact finding.
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  Thank you, Mr.
                24    Chairman.  Our first case this afternoon
                      BZA20-00001.  The applicant, Findley Kiawah LLC,
                25    is being represented by Mr. Bill Senst, the
                      architect on the project for the property
�
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                 1    location of 56 Goldenrod Court.
                               This particular application is a
                 2    variance request for the reduction of the
                      required 30-foot rear setback from the rear
                 3    property line of the OCRM Critical Line for
                      proposed 264 square feet encroachment.
                 4             The ordinance requires a 25 front and
                      15-foot side and a 30-foot rear setback.  The
                 5    property is Zone R-1, Residential.
                               The subject property is also under the
                 6    purview of the Architectural Review Board.  And
                      it was constructed in 1990 according to
                 7    Charleston County records.  It's approximately
                      11,000 square feet of highlands.
                 8             There is a property zoning map here that
                      shows that the property sits adjacent to the
                 9    marsh.  Surrounding properties to the east and
                      the west and to the south across Goldenrod are
                10    also in the R-1 Zoning District.
                               The existing structure is legally
                11    nonconforming with regards to setbacks and lot
                      coverage.  The applicant's plans actually propose
                12    to modify the existing rear of the house for the
                      deck to be in line with the first floor.
                13             The existing structure currently
                      encroaches into the required 30-foot setback.
                14    The proposed plan to modify the deck the deck is
                      to increase the distance between the structure
                15    and OCRM Critical Line from approximately two
                      feet, seven inches to approximately ten feet.
                16             And the applicant states that quote the
                      purpose of this letter is to request a variance
                17    for the rear building setback from the OCRM
                      Critical Line.  And as you may know, the OCRM
                18    Critical Line has been changed and has pushed the
                      rear setback line 30 foot into the middle of the
                19    property running through the middle of the
                      existing home.
                20             The proposed variance request is for the
                      modification of the existing rear deck only.  And
                21    the existing house and existing deck do not
                      conform with the rear setback.  The existing deck
                22    is currently located approximately two feet,
                      seven inches from the Critical Line.  And the
                23    square footage of the deck will also be reduced
                      from approximately 525 square feet to
                24    approximately 264 square feet.
                               Here are a few images of the site.  This
                25    is the front of the home to the east and west of
                      the sides of the property.  The sort of rear deck
�
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                 1    of the structure.  And this is facing the
                      critical area looking towards the marsh.
                 2    Adjacent properties that shows some existing
                      vegetation between the adjacent property owners.
                 3             Regarding the staff findings of the
                      granting for the variance approval, regarding
                 4    criteria A, the staff response is that there may
                      be extraordinary and exceptional conditions
                 5    pertaining to the property due to the required
                      setbacks including a 30-foot rear yard setback
                 6    from the Critical Line and that it is adjacent to
                      the marsh and the legal nonconforming status of
                 7    the existing structure that encroaches into the
                      required setback.
                 8             The existing structure was established
                      in 1990.  In addition to that, the applicant has
                 9    stated that quote the home appears to be
                      originally built prior to the enforcement of the
                10    setbacks.
                               Criteria B, these conditions may be
                11    unique to the subject property and may not
                      generally apply to other properties in the
                12    vicinity.  The property is located in the R-1
                      Residential Zoning District.  Adjacent properties
                13    to the east, west, and across Goldenrod Court to
                      the south are also located in the R-1 Residential
                14    Zoning District.
                               Existing structures in the vicinity may
                15    or may not have similar encroachments based on
                      the current setback.  And per the applicant's
                16    letter of intent, quote, the OCRM Critical Line
                      is different for each lot, end quote.
                17             Third criteria, staff responds that the
                      application of this ordinance at 56 Goldenrod
                18    Court would prohibit the proposed deck remodel at
                      the rear of the structure as both the existing
                19    structure and then proposed modifications are
                      located within the 30-foot rear setback.
                20             However, it does not unreasonably
                      restrict the utilization of the property.  Per
                21    the applicant's letter of intent, quote, both
                      existing house and deck are located within the
                22    required 30-foot setback.  And the application of
                      the ordinance would prohibit the ability to raise
                23    the deck to be in line with the first floor, end
                      quote.
                24             Criteria D, the authorization of this
                      variance may not be of substantial detriment to
                25    the adjacent properties or the public good.  With
                      an existing rear lot setback encroachment, the
�
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                 1    proposed modifications actually reduce the amount
                      of rear setback encroachment and increases the
                 2    distance between the structure and the Critical
                      Line approximately two feet, seven inches to
                 3    approximately ten feet.
                               Per the applicant's letter of intent,
                 4    quote, the existing property is heavily vegetated
                      and well screened from adjacent properties.  And
                 5    the reduction of the deck reduces site lines from
                      neighbors, end quote.
                 6             Criteria E, the granting of the variance
                      would not allow the establishment of a use not
                 7    otherwise permitted in this zoning district,
                      extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or
                 8    change the zoning district boundaries.
                               Per the applicant's letter of intent,
                 9    variance approval would not change the permitted
                      use of the property.
                10             Criteria F, the BZA may not consider
                      profitability when considering this variance
                11    request.  And per the applicant's letter of
                      intent, quote, this variance approval would not
                12    change the value of the property, end quote.
                               Criteria G, the need for the variance
                13    may be the result of the applicant's own actions.
                      Since the existing residence is a nonconforming
                14    structure, the existing structure could be
                      maintained without need for a variance.
                15             However, per the applicant's letter of
                      intent, quote, there has been no work done at the
                16    rear of the deck by the owner in the need for a
                      variance request, end quote.
                17             Criteria H, the granting of this
                      variance may not be contrary to the public or
                18    neighborhood interest, may not adversely affect
                      other properties in the vicinity, nor interfere
                19    with the harmony, spirit, intent, and purposes of
                      these regulations.
                20             The Kiawah Island Architectural Review
                      Board did approve the variance request on
                21    October 24th of 2019 stating, the variance
                      request to increase the height of the proposed
                22    the rear deck for the first level -- first floor
                      level, which is past the setback line at the rear
                23    of the home, is approved given the reduction and
                      square footage of the current deck that is also
                24    located past the setback line, end quote.
                               Additionally, per the applicant's letter
                25    of intent, granting of the variance would not be
                      contrary to the public or neighborhood, nor would
�
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                 1    it affect other properties in the vicinity, nor
                      interfere with the harmony, spirit, intent, and
                 2    purposes of these regulations.
                               And the final criteria I, the granting
                 3    of the variance may not be substantially
                      conflict -- may not substantially conflict with
                 4    the Comprehensive Plan or purposes of the
                      ordinance.  The applicant's proposed plans reduce
                 5    the amount of nonconforming setback encroachment
                      by increasing the distance between the OCRM
                 6    Critical Line and the rear deck.
                               And the rear deck square footage is
                 7    reduced from approximately 525 square feet to
                      approximately 264 square feet.  And the applicant
                 8    has also stated that the granting of the variance
                      does not conflict with the Comprehensive Plan or
                 9    the ordinance's purpose.
                               And so should the BZA consider approval
                10    of this application, staff is recommending if
                      they should consider one of the following
                11    conditions which is to install silt fencing at
                      the Critical Line during the duration of the
                12    project.
                               And just for one final note, you can see
                13    here in the site plan the areas hatched.  It's a
                      little difficult, but the areas in the dark sort
                14    of hatched is where the new deck is being
                      proposed.  The existing deck in the lighter is
                15    where you see it extends further to the Critical
                      Line.  And the proposed remodel actually reduces
                16    the amount of square footage beyond the rear
                      setback line.
                17             So I will entertain questions if they
                      are any.
                18                  MR. CASSIDY:  John, the applicant's
                      letter states that the -- when the home was
                19    built, which was 1990.  This is prior to the
                      enforcement setback; is that correct?
                20                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.  The zoning
                      ordinance would have come into the 90s -- the
                21    late, mid 90s.  And so the term use of
                      enforcement for the setbacks would have happened
                22    where they are now.
                                    MR. CASSIDY:  Just not there.
                23    Okay.  Thank you.
                                    MR. PARKER:  If I could just make a
                24    general comment.  Wendy would be the one who
                      would know this I think that up until about that
                25    time these homes and lots were planted along
                      sight, S-I-G-H-T, rather than site, S-I-T-E
�
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                 1    lines; is that correct?
                                    MS. KULICK:  And my recollection is
                 2    that it was the 1994 development agreement which
                      first addressed setback lines on all the
                 3    properties.  So this certainly -- '94 certainly
                      is after the house was built.
                 4                  MR. HACKER:  Any other questions
                      for John?  If not, we would like to hear from the
                 5    applicant or the representative.  In the
                      microphone, state your name and address.
                 6                  MR. SENST:  Hi, everyone.  My name
                      is Bill Senst.  I'm with Vinyet Architecture.
                 7                  MR. HACKER:  Your address?
                                    MR. SENST:  The address of the
                 8    office is 56 Broad Street, Charleston, South
                      Carolina.
                 9                  MR. HACKER:  Thank you.
                                    MR. SENST:  You're welcome.  So
                10    just to give a quick summary, we have a
                      nonconforming deck that is very close to the rear
                11    OCRM line setback.  And we're looking to reduce
                      the size of it to a 10-foot distance, which was
                12    given approval from the Kiawah ARB.  It ARB also
                      approved the nonconformance of the structure.  So
                13    it's kind of a hand-in-hand give or take
                      situation where we wanted to improve the use of
                14    the deck by raising the first floor.  We also
                      give something back by reducing the size of it.
                15                  MR. HACKER:  Any questions for
                      Bill?
                16                  MR. PARKER:  I have a question.
                      Are you the one who is responsible for putting
                17    out those marking tapes on the existing deck to
                      show what the reduction is going to look like?
                18                  MR. SENST:  No.  I did not do that.
                      The builder had done that.
                19                  MR. PARKER:  The builder did that?
                                    MR. SENST:  Yes.
                20                  MR. PARKER:  Thank you very much.
                      That helped me a great deal perception-wise to
                21    know what you were going to do.
                                    MR. HACKER:  If there's no other
                22    questions, thank you very much, Bill.
                                    MR. SENST:  You're welcome.
                23                  MR. HACKER:  Anyone else care to
                      speak?  Yes, sir.
                24                  MR. HUTZLER:   Hi, my name is Rob
                      Hutzler.  I'm with Kingwood Homes, and our office
                25    address is 253 Gardners Circle here in
                      Freshfields.  I employed Bill to work on this
�
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                 1    project with us after being hired by Mr. Craig
                      Findley, who is the current owner of the
                 2    property.
                               His family bought back just shortly
                 3    after it was built, a couple years after it was
                      built.  So it's been in his family for years.  As
                 4    his parents have not used the property, he and
                      his wife and his three daughters -- so a house
                 5    full of girls so he's pleasing everyone -- and is
                      doing pretty heavy renovation to the house.
                 6             And one of the keys here was he
                      understood that there was nothing he could really
                 7    do about the deck and fact that it was built and
                      it was over setback lines and everything.  But
                 8    the key factor there was wanting to bring it up
                      so it was somewhat usable.
                 9             And so in hiring Bill, we were very
                      sensitive to meet with the ARB and look at all
                10    factors that we had and gave up a lot of the deck
                      to be able to bring it up and have it at the
                11    finished floor level of the house.  And then
                      they're hoping to use glass rails, which has been
                12    approved by the ARB to also decrease the impact
                      of any portion of the OCRM.  Which really, you
                13    would have to be out on a boat with binoculars
                      really to see it.
                14                  MR. HACKER:  Well, thank you.  It
                      sounds like it's a very well, thought-out plan.
                15    Any questions?
                                    MS. KULICK:  My question, Rob, was
                16    not specifically -- I didn't quite get in fast
                      enough before when I wanted to ask my question.
                17    And that is I know when we built the house in the
                      1990s -- we're on the next street over.  And
                18    Coastal Council, which was a special
                      organization -- state organization, the OCRM,
                19    told us that we could not set the house as far
                      back as our architect had originally marked it;
                20    that we had to move it closer to the road.  And
                      it really were kind of pressured given the
                21    circumstances today.
                               So my question is since this house was
                22    built around the same time, does anybody know if
                      Costal Council weighed in at the time about where
                23    the house could be situated?  And how far into
                      the marsh it could go?
                24                  MR. SENST:  I don't.  We are not
                      familiar with that.
                25                  MR. TAYLOR:  I'm not either.  We
                      can look into that.
�
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                 1                  MS. KULICK:  Thank you.
                                    MR. HACKER:  The only thing I can
                 2    note is because of the shape of the lot, there's
                      this big section that goes way out that's not
                 3    being used so it's probably very confusing of
                      where the setback was going at that time.
                 4                  MR. HUTZLER:  Well, not only that,
                      if you look at -- I don't know if it was
                 5    submitted or not, but we had to survey -- I don't
                      know how many years old -- but you could see how
                 6    much the marsh has encroached.  So it's not just
                      it's encroaching now.  It's encroaching because
                 7    the marsh has moved so much into the property.
                      It's a pretty low lot.
                 8                  MR. HACKER:  Anything further?
                      Thank you.
                 9                  MR. HUTZLER:  Thank you.
                                    MR. HACKER:  If there's no one else
                10    wanting to speak, we will close the session in
                      reviewing the case.  And I will open the Board
                11    for a motion to -- on this case.  Anybody care to
                      make a motion?
                12                  MR. CASSIDY:  I move approval with
                      the stipulation that staff recommended.
                13                  MR. PARKER:  I second.
                                    MR. LEWIS:  The silt fence?
                14                  MR. HACKER:  Yes.
                                    MS. KULICK:  I have a question
                15    regarding the silt fencing.  He was recommending
                      for, as I read it, I believe for the duration of
                16    the construction.  Would there be a problem if
                      the property owner were to leave up the silt
                17    fencing after construction was completed?
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  The ARB would not be
                18    happy.
                                    MS. KULICK:  I'm sorry?
                19                  MR. TAYLOR:  The ARB probably would
                      not be happy.
                20                  MS. KULICK:  Oh, gee, that breaks
                      my heart.
                21                  MR. TAYLOR:  That's a short answer,
                      but --
                22                  MR. PARKER:  I have a comment along
                      the similar lines of -- and this goes back to
                23    criteria A.  This is going to be an exceptional
                      and extraordinary problem.  And it's going to be
                24    -- and following up, it's unique to this
                      property, but it's going to be a common unique
                25    problem now that the OCRM has moved their setback
                      lines in the last year.
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                 1             And I can see an awful lot of cases
                      coming for us that revolve around this exact same
                 2    issue.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, I would tend to
                 3    agree, but when that happens, though, the nice
                      part about this one is they made an effort to
                 4    reduce the footprint.  And that's one thing I
                      would look at when I'm saying, okay, what
                 5    remedies can be done in order to help reduce that
                      rather than increase that.
                 6                  MR. PARKER:  Yes.  And I think
                      there's no question.  They cut the volume of
                 7    footprint by almost in half there on that back
                      deck and moved it back almost -- to almost ten
                 8    feet.
                                    MS. KULICK:  And the other thing is
                 9    that when the town's sea-level rise committee
                      approaches this, one of the things they talked
                10    about was if I do something on my property it's
                      probably going to have a negative impact on my
                11    two neighbors; that the only way to prevent that
                      would be something along every piece of property
                12    on the marsh.
                               You know, that wouldn't be the case
                13    here, but I think the fact that they're looking
                      to move the encroachment into the marsh backward
                14    away from the marsh is a very positive step.
                                    MR. HACKER:  If there's no further
                15    discussion, I will consider the motion.  All in
                      favor of the favor say aye.
                16                  (All respond with aye.)
                                    MR. HACKER:  All those opposed same
                17    sign.  The motion passes unanimously.
                               Next, I would like to call the BZA case
                18    number ---
                                    (Off-the-record discussion.)
                19                   MR. HACKER:  19-000010.  John,
                      read us the fact finding on that case
                20                  MR. TAYLOR:  So our second case
                      this afternoon is for the subject property 248
                21    Saltgrass Court.  The applicant and property
                      owner, Keller Freeman, is being represented by
                22    the architect, Heather Wilson.  The property is
                      zone R-1, Residential.  And this is approximately
                23    17,866 square feet.
                               And the particular request is similarly
                24    a reduction of the required 30-foot rear setback
                      for approximately 197 square feet encroachment
                25    into that rear setback.  The ordinance requires a
                      20-foot front, 15-foot side, and a 30-foot rear
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                 1    setback.
                               This property is also adjacent to the
                 2    marsh.  Properties in the vicinity are also zone
                      R-1, Residential.  Properties to the east are
                 3    actually Parks and Recreation, a small sort of
                      residual piece of land there.  Here a few aerial
                 4    shots of the subject property.
                               As you can see where the house kind of
                 5    sits back up to the marsh.  The applicant's
                      proposed plan is to modify the structure by
                 6    removing the existing rear deck and stair and
                      modifying the covered porch at the rear of the
                 7    structure.
                               The proposed plans increase the covered
                 8    porch area from approximately 197 square feet to
                      approximately 634 square feet and increase the
                 9    first floor heated space from 2,085 square feet
                      to 2,110 square feet.
                10             Additionally, the plans modified the
                      stairs, front deck, and convert portions of the
                11    existing walkways from impervious to pervious
                      materials by approximately 219 square feet.  The
                12    propose plans reduce the overall lot coverage
                      from approximately 36.5 percent to 35.9 percent
                13    reducing approximately 83 square feet.
                               This proposed reconfiguration to the
                14    structures' footprint also increases the distance
                      between structure and the Critical Line from
                15    approximately 24 feet, eight inches to
                      approximately 25 feet, nine inches and a half
                16    inches.
                               This is at the northeast end of the
                17    structure that reduces the amount of the rear
                      setback encroachment.
                18             So there's a few images of the site that
                      encroach a long driveway.  The rear of the
                19    property also looking towards the marsh.  This is
                      the existing deck looking towards the marsh.
                20    Again, adjacent properties.  Some existing
                      vegetation.  Also sits on a cul-de-sac there on
                21    Saltgrass Court.
                               You can kind of see --  this is a
                22    ictometry view where you can kind of see where
                      the rear deck of the home sits.  Regarding the
                23    staff findings prior to those pages on here, this
                      is the existing home where the OCRM Critical Line
                24    -- I'm sorry -- the existing structure is already
                      beyond the 30-foot rear setback.  And
                25    essentially, the home is staying in sort of the
                      footprint.  It's a switch of where the porch and
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                 1    heated portions are changing.
                               The applicant did provide some elevation
                 2    so you can kind of see that it's sort of the same
                      framework there of where the footprint of the
                 3    house is.
                               So regarding the staff findings, the
                 4    approval and the criteria, criteria A is that
                      there may be extraordinary and exceptional
                 5    conditions pertaining to the property due to the
                      required setbacks.  That includes the 30-foot
                 6    rear yard setback from the OCRM Critical Line and
                      the legal nonconforming status of the existing
                 7    structure that encroaches into the required
                      setback.
                 8             The existing structure was established
                      in 1984, and that's per Charleston County
                 9    records.  In addition, the applicant's letter of
                      intent states that quote the most recent survey
                10    shows a new location and official approval of the
                      OCRM Critical Line.  Thus, the 30-foot rear --
                11    I'm sorry -- 30-foot required setback from the
                      Line is now encroaching upon the rear of the
                12    existing house.
                               This setback line location was not
                13    present when the original structure was
                      constructed.  The new location of the OCRM
                14    Critical Line is specific to this property and
                      creates a hardship for the property owner in
                15    maintaining the current amount of indoor and
                      outdoor living area as they prepare for
                16    renovation work.
                               The criteria B is that these conditions
                17    may be unique to the subject property and may not
                      generally apply to the other properties in the
                18    vicinity.  The property is located in the R-1,
                      Residential Zoning District.  And the properties
                19    adjacent to the west and south are also in the
                      R-1 Zoning District.
                20             As stated before, the adjacent property
                      to the east is in that PR Zoning District.  The
                21    adjacent property to the south is currently a
                      vacant residential lot.  The subject property is
                22    located on a cul-de-sac and is adjacent to
                      critical area at the rear of the lot.  And
                23    existing structures in the vicinity may or may
                      not have similar encroachment based on the
                24    current setback standards.
                               Criteria C, the applicant -- the
                25    application of the ordinance to 248 Saltgrass
                      would prohibit the reconfiguration of the
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                 1    footprint at the rear of the structure as both
                      the existing structure and the modifications are
                 2    located within the required 30-foot rear setback.
                               However, it does not unreasonable
                 3    restrict the utilization of the property.  Per
                      the applicant's letter of intent, the new
                 4    location of the Critical Line is specific to this
                      property and creates a hardship for the property
                 5    owner in maintaining the current indoor and
                      outdoor living area as they prepare for
                 6    renovation work.
                               And the proposed renovations will
                 7    decrease the overall lot coverage and existence
                      of the current rear encroachment, end quote.
                 8             Criteria D, the authorization of this
                      variance may not be of substantial detriment to
                 9    the adjacent property or the public good.  With
                      an existing rear lot setback encroachment, the
                10    proposed modifications do reduce the amount of
                      rear setback encroachment and increases the
                11    distance between the structure and the OCRM
                      Critical Line and that's from approximately 24
                12    feet, eight inches to approximately 25 feet, nine
                      inches and a half at the northeast end of the
                13    structure.
                               These proposed plans also reduce the
                14    overall lot coverage.  And per the applicant's
                      letter of the intent, quote, the public good and
                15    zoning district's character would not be
                      negatively impacted by this variance, end quote.
                16             Criteria E, the granting of the variance
                      would not allow the establishment of a use not
                17    otherwise permitted in this zoning district nor
                      extend physically a nonconforming use of land, or
                18    change the zoning district's boundaries.
                               Quote, by the applicant's letter of
                19    intent, the work being done will not change the
                      use of the property, end quote.
                20             Criteria F, the fact that the property
                      may be utilized more profitably was -- the BZA
                21    may not consider the profitability when
                      considering this variance request.  And per the
                22    applicant's letter of intent, the work being done
                      will not change the use of the property nor will
                23    it make the property utilization more profitable.
                               Criteria G, the need for variance may be
                24    the result of the applicant's own actions.  And
                      since the existing residence is a nonconforming
                25    structure, the existing structure could be
                      maintained without the need for a variance.
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                 1             However, per the applicant's letter of
                      intent, the applicant is not responsible for the
                 2    new location of the OCRM Critical Line and
                      encroaching setback line.
                 3             Criteria H, granting of the variance may
                      not be contrary to the public or neighborhood
                 4    interest.  It may not adversely affect other
                      properties in the vicinity nor interfere with the
                 5    harmony, spirit, intent, and purpose of these
                      regulations.
                 6             The Architectural Review Board on
                      December 13th of 2019 did approve the variance
                 7    request stating that, quote, the variance to
                      reconfigure the footprint of the rear deck and
                 8    add volume over the rear setback is approved
                      given the encroachment has occurred due to the
                 9    OCRM Critical Line moving closer to the home.
                               Therefore, the improvements proposed
                10    would have been fully within the buildable area,
                      thus, able to be approved by the ARB at the time
                11    the home was built, end quote.
                               Additionally, the applicant's letter of
                12    the intent states that, quote, the granting of
                      the variance would not adversely affect the
                13    adjacent properties nor will it be a detriment to
                      the neighborhood in any way.
                14             And the final criteria, the granting of
                      the variance may not substantially conflict with
                15    the Comprehensive Plan or the purposes of the
                      ordinance.
                16             The applicant's proposed plans reduce
                      the amount of nonconforming setback encroachment
                17    by approximately 730.5 square feet by removing a
                      portion of the existing rear deck and stair.  The
                18    proposed plans also reduce the total lot coverage
                      by approximately 38.8 percent to approximately
                19    32.8 percent correcting the nonconforming
                      structure to be compliant with the allowable
                20    maximum lot coverage for the property,
                      33 percent.
                21             And the applicant also states that the
                      variance will not conflict with the terms of the
                22    Comprehensive Plan.
                               So regarding the Board of Zoning Action
                23    Appeals and considering approval, staff would ask
                      that you note the one condition noted to install
                24    silt fencing along the critical line if you
                      choose to approve the application.
                25                  MR. HACKER:  Any questions for
                      John?
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                 1                  MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, I do, John.  On
                      item number A, the end of the staff response says
                 2    that if any location of the OCRM Line is specific
                      to this property and creates a hardship for the
                 3    property owner in maintaining the current amount
                      of indoor and outdoor living area.
                 4             I don't understand how that could be a
                      problem to maintain the current indoor and
                 5    outdoor living area.
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  Can you repeat that
                 6    one more time for me?
                                    MR. FARABEE:  Pardon me?
                 7                  MR. TAYLOR:  Can you repeat your
                      question?  Can you repeat your question?
                 8                  MR. FARABEE:  That's my question.
                                    MS. KULICK:  Could you repeat it.
                 9                  MR. FARABEE:  Oh, you want me to
                      repeat it.  I'm just reading the last sentence in
                10    A where it says that the new location of the OCRM
                      Line is specific to the property and creates a
                11    hardship for the property owner in maintaining
                      the current amount of indoor and outdoor living
                12    area.
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  So this would probably
                13    be more applicable to pose to the applicant, but
                      I will take a stab at answering the question.
                14    The existing -- the OCRM Critical Line would
                      still impact the property just as much or even
                15    more coming into the house more than it would had
                      the existing structure been built.
                16             And so the use of what's been built now
                      the indoor, outdoor spaces couldn't be modified
                17    based on the shift in the OCRM Critical Line.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  This sounds like a
                18    future concern, not a present concern.
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  You're saying --
                19                  MR. FARABEE:  I mean, it is what it
                      is.  I mean, you're looking at the present
                20    situation.  And if you're saying that the present
                      situation makes it hard for us to maintain the
                21    present situation, I don't understand what the
                      hardship is in not doing anything.  That's what
                22    I'm saying.
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  The hardship would be
                23    in that the Critical Line reduces the amount of
                      space and it not already being nonconforming.
                24    But it being already nonconforming and you shift
                      that OCRM Critical Line even more towards the
                25    house to make it essentially more restrictive,
                      then that would be the hardship.
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                 1                  MR. FARABEE:  What I'm saying is
                      there's no problem in leaving it the way it is.
                 2    There's no violation.  There's no continuing --
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  Correct.  That's why
                 3    we're saying it's legally nonconforming.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  How is the present
                 4    Line making it difficult to maintain the present
                      size and the present footprint?  That's what I'm
                 5    saying.
                                    MS. KULICK:  I think I would
                 6    understand this a little bit more.  I want to
                      kind of support something that Ben was saying.
                 7    If the ARB, for instance, were saying no, you
                      have to tear this down, that's obviously a very
                 8    direct impact.  But not being able to change it
                      where it's a further encroachment, I don't see as
                 9    a hardship.
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  Well, it isn't
                10    changing the existing -- essentially, the
                      footprint is essentially the same if you look at
                11    the existing survey and the proposed plans.  Just
                      the use of where the indoor and outdoor from a
                12    covered deck space or a porch space to a heated
                      porch space is what's sort of being modified in
                13    the application.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  But they're taking
                14    part of the house and pushing it further out into
                      the zone or 12 feet further out into the --
                15                  MR. TAYLOR:  No, it's a reduction
                      in the same -- just in the previous case where
                16    the reduction.  It's not much as of a reduction,
                      but there is a reduction or increase between
                17    structure and the Critical Line from 24 --
                                    MS. KULICK:  24.8 to 25.9.
                18                  MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, on the
                      northeast corner.
                19                  MR. HACKER:  The northeast corner
                      is becoming heated space where it used to be
                20    deck.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  Right.
                21                  MR. HACKER:  And that's more
                      encroachment than it is right today.
                22                  MR. FARABEE:  That's another
                      12 feet out into the Critical Line.  Go to the
                23    next one, yeah.  On the northeast corner right
                      there.  Right there.  Over in there.  See, and
                24    they're extending that over into the Critical
                      Line.  That bay area right there.  That's 12 feet
                25    per lot, but that portion of the house is gone.
                                    MR. PARKER:  No, I didn't read
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                 1    those elevations that way at all.  What I read is
                      they were just converting that deck space into
                 2    heated area.
                                    MR. HACKER:  That's what I thought.
                 3                  MR. FARABEE:  Right there.
                                    MR. TAYLOR:  I would think the
                 4    applicant can speak some more construction of the
                      rear deck.
                 5                  MR. FARABEE:  Okay.  You've got
                      someone else to talk about that?  We can probably
                 6    do it when everyone else is done with John.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Are there any other
                 7    questions with John because I think we're getting
                      to questions we're asking about the new
                 8    construction?  I think then let's just hear from
                      the applicant.  That would be the architect.
                 9                  MS. WILSON:  Hi, yes.  I'm Heather
                      Wilson.  I'm the architect for the homeowner,
                10    Keller Freeman.
                                    (Off-the-record discussion.)
                11                  MS. WILSON:  It's a similar
                      situation previously.  The homeowners have owned
                12    the house for over 30 years.  They're changing
                      generations so they're trying to update it.  And
                13    if you go to some of the pictures of the
                      condition of the house, the rear deck is in --
                14    sorry John are the pictures in the front?
                               So the rear deck is in decline,
                15    disrepair.  So it has to be rebuilt in order to
                      update the property.  You can see here it's not
                16    in great shape.  So the idea is in looking at the
                      design and trying to bring the house up to date,
                17    the idea was to reverse what was ^  versus what
                      was ^ .
                18             And that does have to do more with the
                      inside.  There's also -- this part of the area
                19    here this is very close to this house, relatively
                      speaking, where here there's a lot of buffer and
                20    it's much more private.
                               And so the idea was that the porch --
                21    the living porch would come over here and give a
                      little bit more separation from these two
                22    properties for the use.  And this here, which is
                      a converted room, would be moved to right here
                23    and become heated.  And then this would become
                      porch.
                24             But, sir -- I don't know your name --
                      but you are correct.  That porch was part of the
                25    request is that this line would move back a few
                      inches and then the porch would move over.  So
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                 1    it's a little bit of give back.  And then it is a
                      request to make this backside of the porch -- I
                 2    mean this side of the house all porch.
                               And then part of what our giveback is
                 3    reduce a lot of the lot coverage that was in the
                      concrete with more pervious ^  to the property
                 4    and update it in general.  So it's not -- the
                      overall encroachment is not moving towards the
                 5    marshal, but it's getting wider.  So you are
                      correct for part of it, yep.
                 6                  MR. FARABEE:  It is moving closer
                      to the marsh.
                 7                  MS. WILSON:  Correct, in that one
                      corner.
                 8                  MR. FARABEE:  By 12 feet.
                                    MS. WILSON:  This corner right
                 9    there, yes.  I misunderstood you first.  I
                      thought you had thought that the whole thing was
                10    moving back.  So I think the hardship is that the
                      OCRM Line was not here when they built the house
                11    so they want to use the majority of the house.
                               And so now they're in a position that
                12    obviously the area that they want to live and
                      spend all of their time is back here, and there's
                13    no place to improve or expand on that because the
                      OCRM has shifted substantially since they bought
                14    the property and built the house.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Part of your give back
                15    is the taking pervious space to impervious.
                                    MS. WILSON:  Correct.
                16                  MR. HACKER:  Or making it pervious
                      rather than impervious.  But it looks like that's
                17    a walkway.  What walkway are you talking about?
                                    MS. WILSON:  I don't know if
                18    there's pictures here.  There's a lot of drive
                      and walkways that are all concrete when you
                19    approach the house.  I don't know if we're able
                      to -- it's on slide line?  Can you see all that?
                20    It goes back.  This is all hardscape.  And then
                      over here.
                21                  MR. HACKER:  But just in your
                      driveway is the completely left the same and on
                22    the chart on the side of your drawing there, but
                      the only change is the walkway.  That's what I'm
                23    trying to figure -- why is the walkway -- is that
                      something around the house or just around the
                24    front entrance?
                                    MS. WILSON:  Was why it originally
                25    put there?
                                    MR. HACKER:  Well, no.  If you want
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                 1    to do a lot of pervious, there's a whole driveway
                      that could be pervious I guess.
                 2                  MS. WILSON:  And we would be happy
                      to do that.  We haven't -- she's retained
                 3    building area due to landscape design.  And the
                      goal is to make it much more clean and to follow
                 4    that hardscape, but I don't have that plan to
                      show, but I would be happy to make that a
                 5    stipulation.
                                    MR. HACKER:  My point is it sounds
                 6    like the walkway is very small to make up for the
                      big area that you're making closer to the marsh.
                 7                  MS. WILSON:  Uh-huh.  We could
                      remove all of the concrete and make it all
                 8    pervious straw and adducts to the house.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  Do you know when the
                 9    present owners bought the house?
                                    MS. WILSON:  I'm sorry?
                10                  MR. FARABEE:  Do you know when the
                      present owners bought the house?
                11                  MS. WILSON:  I don't.  I know it's
                      been 30 years.  I don't know when it was -- I
                12    think it was under construction when they bought
                      it.  It was in the 80s.  They've owned it for a
                13    long time.  80s or 90s.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Any other questions.
                14                  MS. WILSON:  Am I allowed to ask a
                      question?  Okay.  Just since clearly that corner
                15    is sensitive and I understand and respect that, I
                      guess I would also ask the Board to speak about
                16    whether or not they have an issue with a reversal
                      of the heated versus the porch conceptionally.
                17    The foundation of the house essentially.
                                    MR. PARKER:  I'll speak for myself.
                18    I mean, I thought that's originally what was
                      happening.  I don't have a problem with that at
                19    all.
                                    MS. WILSON:  Okay.
                20                  MR. FARABEE:  Did you look at
                      alternatives to avoid the additional encroachment
                21    into the marsh?
                                    MS. WILSON:  It would be really --
                22    the plan wouldn't change at all.  See, so this is
                      what the heated room here which is where their
                23    front porch is now.  And so this porch here
                      instead of being a three-bay porch would become a
                24    two-bay porch where it's heated right here.
                               So you can see how this line, this
                25    column and here, right there lines up with this.
                      So it would just come down here.  And you would
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                 1    basically not do that 100-square feet of
                      additional porch extension.
                 2             In which case the footprint is the same.
                      It's not -- another thought would be to get
                 3    this -- see, here is the porch right now.
                                    (Off-the-record discussion.)
                 4                  MS. WILSON:  It's just a reversal.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Because it's not
                 5    stated on your design here, I was thinking the
                      porch is where your living area is here on the
                 6    stairs.
                                    MS. WILSON:  No.  Sorry.  I think
                 7    one other idea would be just in terms of the give
                      and take would be this stair here is -- let's go
                 8    back to the site plan.  You can see it's -- see
                      right up there that setback line?
                 9                  MR. HACKER:  Right.
                                    MS. WILSON:  That stair could come
                10    off, which would be also be an additional
                      reduction, you know, take that off the rear of
                11    the house which would help also in terms of the
                      encroachment.
                12                  MR. CASSIDY:  Would you show me
                      again where that walkway is?
                13                  MS. WILSON:  Sure.  And we are very
                      open to all kinds of things in landscape.  She
                14    does plan to do a lot.  And like I said, we have
                      just hired -- so this is what I'm saying.  All of
                15    that can go.  And really -- I mean, I think all
                      of this should be pervious.
                16                  MR. CASSIDY:  The walkway is not
                      part of what's in the OCRM Critical Line, is that
                17    correct?
                                    (Off-the-record discussion.)
                18                   MR. CASSIDY:  But now the
                      encroachment is increasing.
                19                  MS. WILSON:  No, it's just a
                      reduction in the pervious.  That doesn't have
                20    anything to do with the encroachment.
                                    MR. CASSIDY:  I understand.
                21                  MR. HACKER:  Can you show where
                      you're measuring the 24 feet to 25 feet
                22    difference in marsh encroachment?  Where is that
                      line?
                23                  MS. WILSON:  See right here?
                                    MR. HACKER:  Okay.  It's that
                24    corner.
                                    MS. WILSON:  It's this corner is --
                25    this whole line is coming back.  This whole line.
                      Because we have -- the foundation is -- would be
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                 1    coming back this way.  And that's that -- you can
                      see right there that's the one that says 24.
                 2                  MR. HACKER:  Anything further?
                      Questions?  Do you have any more comments?
                 3                  MS. WILSON:  No.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Anyone else care to
                 4    speak?
                                    (Mr. Armbrust is sworn by the
                 5    Reporter.)
                                    MR. ARMBRUST:  My name is Fred
                 6    Armbrust, and I live at 246 Saltgrass which is
                      two lots to the west of the lot in question.  And
                 7    this doesn't directly impact me one way or the
                      other.  But it certainly seems to be a reasonable
                 8    request from my point of view.
                               From my second story I can see that back
                 9    deck.  I can't speak to the immediate neighbors,
                      but I'm sure they have more view of it.  But
                10    any -- I don't think this isn't extending
                      anything further out into the marsh structurally
                11    as far as I can tell.  And it would certainly
                      improve the condition of the house and at least
                12    my view of it, which is a distant view, but it's
                      obviously a very worn marsh-side property.
                13             And I think this would make an
                      improvement in that sense visually to the house.
                14                  MR. FARABEE:  So you're on the west
                      side?
                15                  MR. ARMBRUST:  Yes.  I'm at the end
                      of Saltgrass Court.
                16                  MR. FARABEE:  I don't know which
                      way the numbers go but --
                17                  (Off-the-record discussion.)
                                     MR. FARABEE:  So you don't see any
                18    of the addition on the east side though?
                                     MR. ARMBRUST:  That's correct.
                19                   MR. FARABEE:  Nothing changes from
                      your view?
                20                   MR. LEWIS:  Except for the house.
                                     MR. ARMBRUST:  Nothing changes.
                21    It would change for me from a practical point of
                      view what they're proposing would be very
                22    reasonable in terms of extending a living space
                      and replacing it for that offset of that addition
                23    on the east side.
                                    MR. LEWIS:  You would go from
                24    seeing an open deck to a closed deck?
                                    MR. ARMBRUST:  Pardon me?
                25                  MR. LEWIS:  You would go from
                      seeing an open deck right now to having a closed
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                 1    deck area?
                                    MR. ARMBRUST:  I mean, the
                 2    immediate person on the other side of that green
                      line, I can't speak to what their view would be,
                 3    but if they could see that part of the house, it
                      certainly wouldn't impact their view of the marsh
                 4    to the west.
                               And so I think anything structurally
                 5    improved would an asset from their point of view.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Any other questions or
                 6    concerns?
                                    MR. ARMBRUST:  Thank you.
                 7                  MR. PARKER:  I have a question back
                      to for architect still real quickly.  I just want
                 8    to be clear in my head.  Is the basic foundation
                      footprint of this house changing or not changing?
                 9                  MS. WILSON:  The only part that is
                      change is that piece, the 100-square foot in the
                10    northeast corner.  The rest is existing
                      foundation that is there currently.
                11                  MR. PARKER:  But it is existing?
                      It's already there?
                12                  MS. WILSON:  It's there.  You can
                      see -- this is actually a really good picture
                13    there of the -- I don't know where my little
                      pointer went.  But just you can see the roof
                14    that's built there.  So that flat roof with the
                      thick windows would become porch.  And then to
                15    the right would become the ^  which you see in my
                      elevation.
                16                  MR. PARKER:  But again, the
                      footprint, foundational footprint does not
                17    change?
                                    MS. WILSON:  It's that corner to
                18    the left of those six windows is what I'm asking
                      for the extension of the porch.  That's not
                19    heated, yes.  That's what I think --
                                    MR. HACKER:  That's not heated?
                20                  MS. WILSON:  Correct.  Right there.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  How wide is that?
                21    It's 12 feet deep, but how wide is it?
                                    MS. WILSON:  It's 10 feet.  Just
                22    over 9 feet.
                                    (Off-the-record discussion.)
                23                   MR. PARKER:  So you have to lay
                      concrete then?
                24                  MS. WILSON:  Yes.  Well, not clear
                      though.  It would be a spot here because it's not
                25    heated so it would be a spot here, which I think
                      is different and less damaging as opposed to
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                 1    trenching it all out and having it ^ .  It would
                      be a single spot here.
                 2                  MR. CASSIDY:  The amount of
                      footprint that's inside the OCRM, does that
                 3    increase or decease?
                                    MS. WILSON:  That is probably 27
                 4    feet -- square feet of OCRM encroachment.  So in
                      other words --
                 5                  MR. CASSIDY:  Increase?
                                    MS. WILSON:  Yes.  So in other
                 6    words, the first 6 feet of that porch are
                      compliant.  The last 3 feet are not compliant.
                 7                  MR. CASSIDY:  Okay.
                                    MS. KULICK:  I think there's
                 8    somebody else who wants to speak.
                                    MR. LEWIS:  I have a question.  Was
                 9    the neighbor to -- this direction notified of the
                      proposed changes?
                10                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yes, everyone within
                      300 foot.
                11                  (Off-the-record discussion.)
                                     (Mr. Miller was sworn by the
                12    Reporter.)
                                    MR. MILLER:  My name is Don Miller.
                13    I live at 258 Cordgrass.  We're like the third
                      property west of this particular property.  And I
                14    am totally illiterate when it comes to what
                      you-all are talking about.  My concern is is
                15    we've lived in our house as the rise of the water
                      level over time which has encroached our
                16    backyard.
                               And our house was built in '79 pre Hugo.
                17    So I am beyond what the setback is as it is now.
                      How is this going to impact me in the future of
                18    creating the possibility of further flooding?
                      When it rains and we have a good high tide, that
                19    area floods with that little zone.  I don't know
                      whether that's an electric zone there.  The green
                20    space is flooded.
                               So we have a lot of flooding at
                21    Cordgrass.  They've taken a certain amount of
                      effort to minimize that, but that gets flooded
                22    tremendously.  So I don't know how the
                      encroachment as we're talking about would affect
                23    that, but I'm concerned about losing any further
                      amount of my property as the climate continues to
                24    move.  And I'm not denying that it continues to
                      change.  Thank you.
                25                  MR. HACKER:  Yes?
                                    MS. WILSON:  I totally very much
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                 1    respect that and think that really the more that
                      we can do with the impervious and pervious and
                 2    the goal being to manage all of our water on site
                      is actually much more important than that
                 3    particular encroachment in my mind.
                               And I would be happy to make it a
                 4    stipulation to this permit regardless of the
                      variance application that we can further reduce
                 5    that lot coverage and do more for on-site water
                      management because I think it's so important.
                 6             It's the running off that has really
                      impacted the neighbors and neighborhood the most.
                 7    It's the rain events.  So I would be happy to
                      work with you directly or explain to you what
                 8    we're looking into.  And like I said, we are
                      working with a landscape engineer -- I mean
                 9    architect and civil engineer for all of that
                      because I do feel really strongly about it.
                10             And the daughter of the woman who is
                      taking over the renovation, it's very important
                11    to her.  So it is -- I'm not sure that it's
                      exactly related to this, but I think it's an
                12    important issue that we take very seriously.
                                    MR. MILLER:  I appreciate that, but
                13    for high tide and looking at that, I don't think
                      if you made that driveway impervious that you're
                14    going to compensate the flooding aspect behind
                      that house that's on sea marsh and the house
                15    that's at the corner of ours.
                               The ^  house is the one that's just to
                16    the right of the house in question.  And I'm two
                      more houses up.  It gets a flooded whole area
                17    that continues to flood out into our cul-de-sac.
                      And you have a certain amount of straw over the
                18    only one drain.  You have a lake.
                               And I'm not an engineer.  And if the
                19    landscape engineer can say that this is going to
                      control that, I'm happy with it.  I just don't
                20    need any more additional man-made water
                      involvement in the back of my yard because I'm
                21    not going to have a lot to set in the future,
                      assuming I'm staying --
                22                  MR. HACKER:  You can't change the
                      site of your house or the other houses.  I think
                23    what the architect is trying to say is there's so
                      much land that can accept water no matter where
                24    it is in the area.  It's all going to be part of
                      it.  But if the high tide comes, that water is
                25    not coming from rain.  It's coming from the
                      river.
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                 1             And it's going to come to the properties
                      that's the lowest.  That's just where it's going
                 2    to go.
                                    MR. PARKER:  And little bit of
                 3    encroachment isn't going to change the fact that
                      the marsh rises.  It's not going to impact that
                 4    one bit.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  No.  I understand his
                 5    concern.  Expanding 100 feet additional into the
                      marsh and that's where the water can go.  And so
                 6    if water is going to go around there, it's going
                      to end up on other people's property that can't
                 7    go to that 100 feet that --
                                    MR. HACKER:  Or if it can't get
                 8    absorbed by more open area.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  If it's not absorbed,
                 9    that's right.  But it's got to get to the
                      absorbed area for it to be absorbed.  So it's
                10    just a point of concern.  And I think that's the
                      whole point of the Line.
                11                  MR. HACKER:  Exactly.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  And to try to prevent
                12    that.  And we had so built before we started --
                                    MR. HACKER:  My point is three
                13    properties over, I cannot say that the water from
                      that 100-square feet or whatever it's --
                14    97-square feet where it's going.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  No, no.  I'm just
                15    saying that we can say where it won't go if that
                      spot is not filled.
                16                  MR. HACKER:  Fine.
                                    MS. KULICK:  Yeah, that's
                17    exacerbated.
                                    MS. WILSON:  It will remain, like I
                18    said, opened.  It's a porch not heated in that
                      area.  So it would be open and pervious below.
                19    So again, I'm not discounting it's a real issue
                      and it's a scary one, but I think there's more
                20    that we can do around the house to add --
                                    MR. PARKER:  Is the bottom of the
                21    porch going to be closed?
                                    MS. WILSON:  No.
                22                  MR. PARKER:  Then do you even need
                      a pad?
                23                  MS. WILSON:  No pad.  There won't
                      be a pad under it.
                24                  MR. FARABEE:  So the water could go
                      there?
                25                  MS. WILSON:  Right.  That's what
                      I'm trying to say is it wouldn't impact the
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                 1    high-rise flooding.  And I think there's a lot we
                      can do for other flooding on the property with
                 2    the lot coverage reduction.
                                    MS. KULICK:  Would the flooding in
                 3    any way undermine or compromise the foundation
                      since it's open area?
                 4                  MS. WILSON:  Huh-uh.  No.  I mean,
                      I think we all know the water is just going to go
                 5    where it's going to go.  And the foundation is
                      deep enough to withstand it because it's the
                 6    river it's not the ^ .  There won't be that sort
                      of ^  issue.  It's more important to let the
                 7    water move and then go back out.
                                    MS. KULICK:  You don't live on the
                 8    marsh, do you?
                                    MR. HACKER:  Thank you.  Any more
                 9    questions, comments?  If not, then we'll close
                      the information on the case.  And I will honor a
                10    motion.
                                    MR. PARKER:  I hear everybody's
                11    concerns, and I share them, but I do not think
                      that this is an unreasonable accommodation for
                12    what these people what to do to a house that's
                      over 30 years old and clearly needs to have some
                13    renovation and want to reconfigure it.
                               And if the architect is willing to work
                14    with making the lot more perkable, if she is
                      willing to do all the things in terms of
                15    construction, the silt fencing, I personally say
                      I would approve that.
                16                  MR. CASSIDY:  I'll second.
                                    MR. HACKER:  It's been moved and
                17    seconded to approve the motion as stated.  Open
                      for discussion.
                18                  MR. FARABEE:  Yeah, I would like to
                      discuss that.  I think that more efficient ways
                19    in regards to avoid this additional encroachment.
                      I think with regards to the deck style, they're
                20    taking use of the space that they have.  They
                      didn't go over the encroachment.  They pretty
                21    much maintained their present Line as before.
                               But the additional 100-square feet is
                22    unnecessary.  And I think our job is -- what I
                      think our job is to kind of avoid that further
                23    encroachment out into the marsh.  And that's what
                      this area is in that northeast corner.
                24             It's a further encroachment out into --
                      with a house that's already out.  That's
                25    considerably.  So I don't think it is appropriate
                      that we approve not with that northeast corner
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                 1    addition going in.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Any other comments?
                 2                  MS. KULICK:  I agree with Ben.
                                    MR. HACKER:  If no other comments,
                 3    ready for a vote.  All those in favor of the
                      motion say aye.
                 4                  (Collective ayes.)
                                    MR. HACKER:  All those opposed, the
                 5    same sign.
                                    (Collective nays.)
                 6                  MR. HACKER:  I believe that was
                      three nays.  Kulick, Cassidy, and Farabee?
                 7                  MR. FARABEE.  Right.
                                    MR. HACKER:  And four yeses.
                 8    Passes 4 to 3.
                                    MR. PARKER:  I would like to
                 9    reiterate my comment though that this is going to
                      be an issue that's going to keep veering its ugly
                10    little head.  And it might be -- I don't know how
                      you would do this, but it might be beneficial to
                11    somehow if we could get the word out to
                      architects that they need to come prepared with
                12    plans that kind of give and take.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Right.
                13                  MS. WILSON:  I know we're obviously
                      done, but we will do more giving.  I'm happy to
                14    send a landscape plan to John, and he can share.
                      And we'll take it very seriously with the
                15    opportunity given.
                                    MR. HACKER:  Remember that part of
                16    that motion was that you're looking for more
                      pervious area not just the --
                17                  MS. WILSON:  I understand.  It's a
                      much more significant lot coverage reduction.
                18                  MR. HACKER:  And pass it along to
                      the Architectural Review Board who gives the
                19    final approval.  Thank you.
                                    MS. WILSON:  Thank you.
                20                  MR. HACKER:  Is there any other
                      business?
                21                  MR. LEWIS:  We have a February
                      meeting, correct?
                22                  MR. TAYLOR:  We do have a February
                      meeting.  We have three cases.
                23                  MS. KULICK:  Three cases?
                                    MR. PARKER:  What is that date?
                24                  MR. TAYLOR:  February 24th.
                                    MR. HACKER:  I'll entertain a
                25    motion to adjourn.
                                    MS. KULICK:  So moved.
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                 1                  MR. PARKER:  Seconded.
                                    MR. FARABEE:  Third.
                 2                  MR. HACKER:  All in favor say aye.
                                    (All respond with aye.)
                 3                  MR. HACKER:  We are adjourned.
                                    (The hearing was adjourned at 4:07
                 4    PM.)
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